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Microscopic simulation models are more and more widely used to support real-time 
control and management functions in the field of transportation engineering.  However, 
even with today’s advancement in computing power, microscopic simulation modeling 
remains a computationally intensive process that imposes limitations on its potential use 
for modeling large-scale transportation networks.  While microscopic features of a 
simulated system collectively define the overall system characteristics, it is argued here 
that the simulation process itself is not necessarily free of redundancy which, if reduced, 
could substantially improve the computational efficiency of simulation processes without 
substantially compromising the overall integrity of the simulation process.  The idea of 
this research is to explore the concept of scalability for microscopic traffic simulation 
systems in order to improve their computational efficiency and cost-effectiveness.  In an 
attempt to strike the balance between simulation performance and computational resources, 
we present an optimized downsampling procedure to transform the full-scale simulation 
system into an equivalent reduced-scale system.  The primary goal of this research is to 
maximize the fidelity to microscopic simulation properties while maintaining the same 
macroscopic properties, such as flow rate, speed, and density.  Experimental analysis was 
conducted on a homogeneous freeway corridor to examine the behavioral scalability of 
sophisticated nonlinear car-following models.  A methodology to address lane-changing 
scalability is also included in this research study.
 ix
1. INTRODUTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
1.1. INTRODUTION 
The past decade has witnessed substantial development of computer simulation 
models in the field of transportation engineering with more emphasis on the potential use 
of microscopic simulation models to support real-time traffic control and management 
functions.  Examples include the deployment of simulation-based dynamic traffic 
assignment frameworks.  In addition, simulation models could play a significant role in 
off-line design and planning analysis.  Therefore, transportation system modelers have 
attempted recently to resort to microscopic simulation techniques to undertake the 
modeling challenges of large-scale transportation networks.  However, even with today’s 
advancement in computing power, microscopic simulation modeling remains a 
computationally intensive process that imposes limitations on its potential use to support 
microscopic simulation modeling of large-scale transportation networks.  Discouraged by 
the computational requirements and their associated costs (e.g. parallel computing), 
transportation system analysts often resort to simplified approaches such as macroscopic 
analysis to avoid the complexity and computational intensity of microscopic simulation 
modeling. 
While macroscopic models can provide quick solutions to many practical and 
diversified problems, they evidently fail to account for the impact of stochastic variations 
in transportation system components, especially in modeling large-scale transportation 
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networks.  Alternatively, microscopic simulation models offer an opportunity to account 
for the inherent stochastic characteristics of the simulated system by tracking individual 
entities over time and space.  While the microscopic features of a simulation system bring 
us closer to true replications of real-world situations, they inadvertently inflict additional 
computational burden on the simulation process, and thus, require massive computational 
resources that affect the overall cost-effectiveness of the simulation process.  Research 
and practice have repeatedly demonstrated that microscopic simulation runs can be 
excessively time-consuming, depending on the network size, the number of entities 
(vehicles) being simulated, and the processing power.  While such computational burden 
may be tolerable in off-line analysis, it poses a major obstacle to applications that require 
simulation to run in a real-time environment.  This concept has emerged relatively 
recently and placed a greater emphasis on the use of microscopic simulation as a support 
system for traffic management functions and other intelligent transportation system 
applications (ITS).  Examples include the online evaluation of various traffic control 
strategies (e.g. Bullock and Catarella 1998; Dia 2002), short-term traffic predictions, and 
investigating multiple what-if scenarios (TRB Monograph 1997). 
1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
While microscopic features of a simulated system collectively define the overall 
system characteristics, it is argued here that the simulation process itself is not necessarily 
free of redundancy which, if reduced, could substantially improve the computational 
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efficiency of simulation processes without substantially compromising the overall integrity 
of the simulation process.  In an attempt to strike a balance between simulation 
performance and computational resources, we present in this research study an optimized 
downsampling (downscaling) procedure to transform the full-scale simulation system 
(referred to as “prototype environment” hereafter) into a geometrically, kinematically, and 
behaviorally downsampled system (referred to as “microcosm environment” hereafter).  
In this research study, the behavioral scalability associated with the downsampling 
procedure of microscopic traffic simulation systems is addressed.  The focus of this 
research is mainly on preservation of car-following and lane-changing behavior in both the 
prototype and the microcosm environments.   
1.3. OBJECTIVES 
The primary goal of this research is to maximize the fidelity to microscopic simulation 
properties while maintaining the same macroscopic properties, such as flow rate, speed, 
and density.  To achieve this goal, the specific objectives are: 
1. Examine the behavioral scalability of sophisticated nonlinear car-following models. 
2. Evaluate the scalability performance using linear vs. nonlinear downsampling 
procedures. 
3. Conduct scalability analysis to study the factors affecting both optimal and sub-optimal 
downsampling solutions. 
4. Propose a methodology to address lane-changing scalability issues. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. OVERVIEW OF SIMULATION MODELS 
In the last few years several computer simulation models were developed and 
enhanced to support planning and operational analysis of large-scale transportation 
networks.  Such models vary by level of detail, ability to account for the randomness in 
the network, and limitations thereof.  In general, traffic simulation models are classified 
as microscopic, macroscopic, or mesoscopic (a mixture of both).  Macroscopic models 
rely on the assumption that traffic flow can be modeled as one-dimensional continuous 
fluid with more emphasis on the aggregate characteristics of traffic flow.  These models 
employ the fundamental traffic flow relationships between flow, density, and speed (e.g. 
Jayakrishnan et al. 2001).  Examples can be found in CORFLO, FREQ, KWAVES, 
KRONOS, and PASSER IV.  Such models are much faster to run but do not account for 
the stochastic variations in traffic operations and the random components in driving 
behavior.  Microscopic simulation, on the other hand, is capable of tracing the movement 
of individual vehicles in the system and considers the interaction between vehicles in the 
traffic stream.  Such interaction is often manifested by car-following and lane-changing 
models.  Car-following models predict the response of the following vehicle to the 
stimulus caused by the lead vehicle (e.g. May 1990; Chandler et al. 1958).  The response 
is generally determined by the amount of stimulus and the driver’s sensitivity, and is 
expressed in terms of the acceleration or deceleration of the following vehicle such that a 
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safe distance or headway between vehicles is maintained.  Other models that are 
instrumental to microscopic simulation modeling are derived from the behavior associated 
with lane changing, passing and turning maneuvers, and gap acceptance (e.g. Velan and 
Van Aerde 1996; Nakayama et al. 1999; Levison 1998).  As can be clearly seen, 
microscopic simulation relies on models that incorporate random parameters derived from 
assumed or observed probability distribution functions.  Examples of microscopic 
simulation models are AIMSUN2, CARSIM, CORSIM, PARAMICS, SATURN, 
TRANSIMS, VISSIM, and WATSIM (e.g. Rilett et al. 2000).  The third class of 
simulation models encompasses both microscopic and macroscopic models and is referred 
to as mesoscopic.  Such models typically incorporate the movement of clusters or 
platoons of vehicles using equations that indicate how such clusters of vehicles interact.  
Examples can be found in CORFLO/NETFLO, DYNASMART, DYNEMO, and 
INTEGRATION. 
Simulation models can also be classified as either deterministic or stochastic based on 
their ability to account for the random variations in driving behavior and other components 
in the system.  If all parameters used in the simulation model are preset to a fixed value, 
then the model is considered simply deterministic and similar simulation configurations 
will essentially lead to the same outcome.  Examples of models that fall in this category 
are FREQ, KWAVES, and TRANSYT.  When some of the model parameters are treated 
as random variables with a probability distribution function, the simulation system itself 
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becomes stochastic and simulation runs with different random number seeds will yield 
different outcomes.  A common practice in such situations is to repeat the simulation 
experiment as many times as required to ensure that the desired performance measures fall 
within reasonable statistical confidence bounds (e.g. 95%).  Examples of stochastic 
models are CORSIM, INTEGRATION, PARAMICS, and TRANSIMS.  A 
comprehensive evaluation of traffic simulation models can be found in Adams et al. (2000) 
and Aycin and Benekohal (1999). 
Simulation models can also be classified as either discrete or continuous based on the 
underlying mechanism used to update the state of the system.  In a continuous model, the 
state of the system is essentially a continuous function of time, and therefore, the change in 
state is gradual rather than abrupt.  On the other hand, discrete models update their 
systems at specific time intervals or when certain events are triggered.  In some models, 
system update is driven by time, and thus, the state of the system is updated at fixed time 
intervals.  Examples of this category include CORSIM, INTEGRATION, PARAMICS, 
TRANSIMS, and VISSIM.  Other models are event-based, and therefore, the system state 
is updated at the occurrence of certain events such as traffic signal phase change, arrival of 
a new vehicle, or departure of a vehicle.  CORFLO and NETFLO are examples of 
discrete event system simulation models (Leonard 2001). 
Research interest has increased lately and placed more emphasis on the potential role 
of simulation to support traffic management and control functions(e.g. Bullock and 
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Catarella 1998; Hasan et al. 2002).  For instance, the latest edition of the monograph on 
traffic flow theory by TRB (1997) emphasizes the critical role of traffic simulation models 
in supporting ATMS functions such as evaluation of real-time control policies and ad hoc 
responses to unscheduled events.  Numerous research studies have also been conducted 
recently to emphasize the role of simulation in traffic management systems (see for 
instance, Narupiti et al. 1996; Chung and Goulias 1997; Wang and Prevedouros 1999; 
Kwon et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2000; Logi et al. 2001; Jayakrishnan et al. 2001; Rilett 2001; 
Ahmed et al. 2002; Lahiri et al. 2002; Sarvi et al. 2002; Trapp 2002; Hawas 2002). 
However, the existing computational resources appear to be still far from being 
adequate to sustain the intensive computational requirements of microsimulating 
large-scale transportation networks.  While this limitation may be tolerable in off-line 
analysis, it becomes a major obstacle to real-time simulation processes.  Unlike most 
research studies in this area, the emphasis of this research extends beyond the traditional 
development or calibration of simulation models to explore the scalability of microscopic 
simulation systems as a means to reduce their computational requirements.  By 
overcoming such limitation, both researchers and practitioners will be able to assume full 
benefits and better appreciate the potential capabilities of microscopic simulation tools 
2.2. FINDINGS FROM PREVIOUS WORK 
 Previous studies (Ishak et al. 2003, Chakravarthy 2003) were conducted to explore the 
concept of microscopic simulation system scalability in order to reduce the associated 
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computational requirements of large-scale transportation systems simulation.  To achieve 
this objective, a downsampling procedure was developed to create a geometrically, 
kinematically, and behaviorally equivalent reduced-scale environment (microcosm). The 
previous study addressed the scalability of basic car-following behavior, such as first GM 
car-following model.  Scalability of car-following models was investigated with a 
downsampling methodology developed specifically to optimize the driving behavior of 
vehicles in the microcosm environment.  The mathematical formulation was derived for 
one-lane homogeneous highway segment and deterministic driving behavior to seek 
optimal solutions that facilitate optimization under stochastic conditions. 
 Experimental work was conducted to examine the behavioral scalability and evaluate 
the performance of the downsampling procedure under different operating conditions.  
Different downsampling ratios (r=1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5) were applied to a total of 48 cases 
with various operating conditions (flow rates of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 vphpl) and 
different number of simulated vehicles (100, 200, and 300).  The results show that for 
each of the 12 cases investigated an optimal solution exists for the two behavioral 
parameters describing the first GM car-following model: sensitivity (α ) and adaptation 
time ( T∆ ).  Using 50% downsampling ratio (r=1/2), the optimal value of the sensitivity 
parameter was consistently equivalent to 50% of its value in the prototype environment.  
The optimal adaptation time, however, increased by nearly 100%.  This suggests that a 
relationship between the behavioral parameters in the prototype and the microcosm 
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environments exists.  Based on the results of the study this relationship could be linear; i.e. 
0
m






∆ = .   
 The effect of downsampling ratios on the average vehicular delay was also examined.  
Interestingly, the average delay ratio in the microcosm environment to that in the prototype 
environment remained almost equal to 1.0.  This suggests that the optimization procedure 
was successful in preserving one of the most important macroscopic characteristics in the 
simulation process. 
 The previous work was focused on the first GM car-following model.  The research 
of this study is going to exam some other forms of car-following and lane-changing 
models, such as third GM car-following model, and CORSIM car-following model. 
2.3. CAR FOLLOWING MODELS 
The car following behavior is one of the key components of microscopic simulation 
models, where it controls the motion of the vehicles.  Car following models describe the 
processes of drivers following each other in a single traffic lane. The models assume that 
there is a correlation between vehicles in a range of inter-vehicle spacing, from 0 to about 
100 to 125 meters and provides an explicit form for this coupling.  Each driver in a 
following vehicle is supposed to be an active and predictable control element in the 
driver-vehicle-road system (Gartner et al. 1992).  This research study reviews the main 
car following models such as GM models, NETSIM, FRESIM, INTRAS, CARSIM and 
INTELSIM models to provide basis for selection of a viable set of models to test the 
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downsampling procedures.  Such models are explained in the following sections. 
2.3.1. GENERAL MOTORS’ (GM) MODELS 
The car-following models developed by researchers associated with the General 
Motors group (1950’s) were much more extensive and are of particular importance because 
of the accompanying comprehensive field experiments and the discovery of the 
mathematical bridge between microscopic and macroscopic theories of traffic flow. (May, 
1990)  The research team developed five generations of car-following models; a general 
expression of a car-following model is given by:  
Response = Function (Sensitivity, Stimulus) 
Here, Response denotes the acceleration of the following vehicle due to a stimulus caused 
by the difference in speed of the lead and following vehicles.  Sensitivity is a behavioral 
parameter that might depend on speed difference and distance headway. 
The general GM car-following model was developed by the General Motors 
research group (Gazis et al. (1959, 1961) and Herman et. al (1959)).  The sensitivity 
factor depends on the space headway and speed of following vehicle.  The mathematical 

































                  [1] 
Where, 
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)(1 ttan ∆++ = Acceleration/ deceleration of the following vehicle, n+1, at time  tt ∆+
ml ,α = Sensitivity parameter 
t∆ = Reaction time of the following vehicle driver 
( )nx t
•
= Speed of the lead vehicle, n, at time t 
1( )nx t
•
+ = Speed of the following vehicle, n+1, at time t 
)()( 1 txtx nn +
••
− = Relative speed between the lead vehicle and the following vehicle, at time 
t 
)()( 1 txtx nn +− = Spacing between the lead vehicle and the following vehicle, at time t 
l and m= Pre-selected distance headway and speed exponents.  
Setting m=0 and l=0 leads to the first and second model formulations (Chandler et al. 
1958): 
))()(()( 11 txtxtta nn n +
••
+ −=∆+ α                             [2] 




α = Constant sensitivity parameter 
1α = A higher constant sensitivity value when the two vehicles are close together 
2α = A lower constant sensitivity value when the two vehicles are far apart 
Models developed by Chandler et al. (1958) and Gazis et al. (1959) can be seen as 
special cases of the generalized model.  By setting m=0 and l=1, we obtain the third GM 
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οα                   [4] 
Where, 
οα = Sensitivity parameter in ft/sec 
 The fourth model was a further development toward improving the sensitivity term by 
introducing the speed of the following vehicle.  The concept was that as the speed of the 
traffic stream increases, the driver of the following vehicle would be more sensitive to the 
relative speed between the lead and following vehicle.  Also, by setting m=1 and l=1, the 



























α                      [5] 
In this formulation the sensitivity term has three components: a constant , the speed of 
the following vehicle, and the distance headway.  
'α
Several attempts were made to determine the exact values of l and m.  Treiterer and 
Myers (1974) proposed values of l = 1.6, m = 0.2 and l = 2.5, m = 0.7 for acceleration and 
deceleration, respectively, using a microscopic approach.  Hoefs (1972) also employed a 
microscopic approach to arrive at a different set of l and m values for acceleration and 
deceleration, with and without breaking, respectively.  More recently, Ozaki (1993) 
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attempted to estimateα , l, and m but his values were contradictory to those observed by 
earlier researchers.  Ozaki, however, observed that space headway and acceleration of the 
lead vehicle have an effect on the reaction time.  
2.3.2. NETSIM MODEL 
NETSIM is an urban street network simulation model.  NETSIM’s car-following 
algorithm was derived from UTSC-1, a network simulation model developed by Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell and Company and General Applied Science Laboratory (Aycin et al. 
1999).  The only difference between NETSIM’s car-following logic and UTSC-1 model 
is that, NETSIM considers drivers’ reaction times in its algorithm.  Today, NETSIM is a 
part of Traffic Software Integrated System (TSIS) micro-simulation model CORSIM, 
which contains both NETSIM and FRESIM (Aycin et al. 1999). 
The logic of the NETSIM car-following model can be described as follows: The lead 
vehicle is first brought to its new position when the simulation time is advanced by one 
time step (T).  The following vehicle, then, is moved to a certain location such that if the 
lead vehicle decelerates at the maximum deceleration limit, the following vehicle will be 
able to stop without colliding with the lead vehicle.  The main purpose of this 
car-following logic is to prevent collisions at any situation.  The car-following algorithm 
is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
Where, 
i
fS = Speed of the following vehicle at the beginning of the time step 
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lS fS and  = Speed of lead and following vehicle at the end of time step T, respectively 
























l XX ,  = Stopped position of lead and following vehicle, respectively 
i
fX , fX  = Position of the following vehicle at the beginning and at the end of the time 




l ss , = Distance to stop the lead vehicle and following vehicle, respectively 
fs∆ = Distance following vehicle travels during the time step T 
r∆  = Distance following vehicle travels due to the reaction time c 
L = The length of the lead vehicle 
T = Simulation time step (1 second in NETSIM) 
The equation is obtained as: 
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21 / FFa f =                                                            [6] 
Where 







dfSdfcSsF −++−=  
i
fScdfF *2)12(*2 ++=  
LXXs ifl −−=  
dl  and = Deceleration rates of the lead and the following vehicle  df
c = Reaction time (1 second). 
2.3.3. FRESIM AND INTRAS CAR-FOLLOWING MODELS 
INTRAS is a microscopic freeway simulation model which was introduced in the 
1980’s and has been used in many freeway corridor traffic simulation studies since its 
introduction (Wicks et al. 1980).  In 1994, FRESIM was developed with enhancements to 
the INTRAS model. (Cheu et al. 1994)  These enhancements include improvements to the 
geometric and operational capabilities.  The car-following algorithm of INTRAS 
remained unchanged in FRESIM except for some changes to the range of the parameters 
used in the algorithm.  INTRAS and FRESIM use the PITT’s Car-Following model and 
assume the following vehicle tries to maintain a space headway equal to 
2
f lf )S -(S *k*b10  S *k Lh(t) +++=                                       [7] 
Where, 
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L = Length of the lead vehicle 
k = Driver sensitivity factor 
lS = Speed of lead vehicle at the end of simulation time step T 
fS = Speed of following vehicle at the end of simulation time step T 



















The closed-form car-following equation is  




flf +−−+−−−−=    [8] 
Where 
lX = Position of the lead vehicle at the end of time step T 
i
fX  = Position of the following vehicle at the beginning of time step T 
i
fS = Speed of the following vehicle at the beginning of time step T 
lS = Speed of the lead vehicle at the end of time step T 
T = Simulation time step  
The driver reaction time c is introduced into the car-following equations as follows: 
The speed and position of the lead vehicle are updated after the reaction time c: 
)(* cTaSS f
i





ff −++=                                        [10] 
INTRAS uses 0.3 sec for deceleration and 0.2 sec for acceleration for all vehicles as 
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reaction time . c
)( TtS f ∆+ )(tS f T∆+
2.3.4 INTELSIM (INTELligent Vehicle SIMulatior) 
INTELSIM has been developed in order to simulate the car-following driver behavior 
as close to reality as possible and to simulate Autonomous Cruise Controlled Vehicles.  
INTELSIM was formulated by combining the information about drivers’ car-following 
behavior from the literature.  Therefore, INTELSIM provides continuous solutions for a 
continuous time frame using a linear acceleration model.  INTELSIM moves the lead 
vehicle and the following vehicle at the same time simultaneously and because of 
continuity, simulation time steps do not restrict the reactions of vehicles.  Moreover, 
INTELSIM can be used in the controllers that move the vehicles in real world, real time.  
The resulting car-following algorithm is fundamentally different from the other 
car-following models ( Aycin, et al. 1998). 
INTELSIM’s car-following approach considers a following vehicle’s longer-term goal 
of achieving a steady-state condition that is, achieving the same speed as the lead vehicle 
while maintaining minimum preferred time headway (Aycin, et al. 1998).  In addition, a 
following vehicle’s acceleration is considered to vary linearly (Khan, 2000).   
TTtStSTtSta ffff ∆∆−−∆+= /)))((5.0)()(()(
2'                             [11] 
Where, 
)(ta f = Acceleration of the following vehicle at time t 
 and = Speed of the following vehicle at time t  and time t, 
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respectively 
)(' tS f = Slope of linear acceleration of the following vehicle at time t 
T∆ = Simulation time step  
2.3.5 CAR-FOLLOWING MODELS COMPARISION 
NETSIM, INTRAS, FRESIM and CARSIM car-following models first move the lead 
vehicle and then update the position of the following vehicle in one simulation time step 
(Aycin et al. 1999).  Because of this approach, these car-following models can not be 
used to command vehicles in real-world intelligent vehicle applications in Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS).  Moreover, brake reaction times are limited by simulation 
time step because of this method of updating the vehicles.  INTELSIM was developed in 
order to overcome these deficiencies as it moves the vehicles simultaneously and produces 
solutions for a continuous time frame.  Although NETSIM is developed for urban street 
simulations, its car-following model yielded densities comparable to the freeway data for 
stop-and-go conditions.  However, it could not perform well in non-congested conditions.  
FRESIM provided results that were similar to those from field data either for 
non-congested or congested conditions but not for both.  FRESIM utilizes a k parameter 
range that yields better results to the field data than INTRAS.  The authors also proposed 
a number of modifications to INTRAS and FRESIM models to improve their “ ” 
parameter selection and stop-and-go performance.  CARSIM is easy to calibrate for 
stop-and-go conditions and yields good results.  INTELSIM required the least amount of 
k
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calibration effort and produced the best agreement with the field data.  Moreover, 
INTELSIM model is the closest among other models to simulating the actual driver 
car-following behavior. 
2.4. LANE CHANGING MODELS 
Lane changing behavior is also a vital component of microscopic traffic simulation 
models.  Lane changing might occur whenever there is a need for turning movement, 
speed change or on freeways to avoid exiting vehicles (Gipps 1986).  Lane-changing 
opportunities become available under light traffic conditions, where no congestion occurs.  
A lane change is considered feasible if there is a gap of sufficient size in the target lane so 
that the vehicle can move into the target lane safely, without forcing other vehicles in the 
target lane to slow down significantly.  Lane-changing maneuvers, however, may also be 
performed under congested (and incident-affected) conditions using ‘forced’ and 
‘co-operative’ lane changing procedures (Hidas 2002).   
Most of researchers put emphasis on how to modeling the gap acceptance model 
(Gipps, 1995).  Gipps (1986) presented a model for the structure of lane-changing 
decisions.  Koutsopoulos (1996) presented his approach for modeling lane-changing 
behavior using the discrete choice.  These models are based on the gap acceptance model.  
Few of existing lane-changing models are based on the real traffic data.  They are mostly 
tested by simulation and accepted since they do not generate incidents and interrupt traffic. 
Modeling lane changing behavior is more complex since it actually includes three 
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parts: the need for lane changing, the possibility for lane changing, and the trajectory for 
lane changing.  Each part is important for getting a realistic lane-changing model. 
Furthermore, the lane-change model is complex itself.  It needs to consider not only the 
vehicle in the front, but also the vehicles nearby, and even the traffic flow information.  It 
is also more dangerous.  There is a possibility of causing incidents when the car is doing 
lane changing since several cars are involved in this scenario.  Modeling driver behavior 
in lane changing becomes difficult and a lot of issues have to be considered to construct a 
realistic and reliable lane-changing model.  Lane changing in traffic microsimulation can 
be clarified into two categories: mandatory and discretionary.  Figure 2-2 shows the 





Lane Changed Unsafe to change Lane Changed Keep the  
current lane
Figure 2-2: Lane Changing Model 
Gap acceptance is an important element in most lane-changing models.  In order to 
execute a lane-change, the driver assesses the positions and speeds of the lead and 
following vehicles in the target lane and decides whether the gap between them is 
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sufficient to execute the lane-change.  Gap acceptance models are formulated as binary 
choice problems, in which drivers decide whether to accept or reject the available gap by 
comparing it to the critical gap (minimum acceptable gap).  Critical gaps are modeled as 
random variables to capture the variation in the behaviors of different drivers and for the 
same driver over time (Ahmed, et al. 1996, 1999). 
  As figure 2-3 shows, there are two gaps: the lag gap and the lead gap.  The subject 
vehicle tends to move from its current lane (the subject lane) to the target Lane, into the 
gap between two vehicles traveling in the target lane: these will become the lead and 
following vehicles of the subject vehicle when the maneuver is finished.  When a driver 
wants to do lane changing, the critical lead gap and the lag gap are required to be 
acceptable for the driver.  Otherwise, it is not safe for the driver to do the lane changing. 
 
total gap 
lead gaplag gap 










subject= Subject vehicle, which will do the lane-changing maneuver 
lead and following= Lead and following vehicle of the subject vehicle after the 
lance-changing maneuver is finished, respectively 
lead gap = Gap between the lead vehicle and the subject vehicle in the target lane 
lag gap= Gap between the following vehicle and the subject vehicle in the target lane 
front gap= Gap between the current lead vehicle and the subject vehicle in the subject lane 
aS
nS
 and = Speed of the lead and following vehicle, respectively bS
{ } 2/1211122 )]/)()()()(2([)(
∧
−−− −−−−−+=+ btSTtStXLtXbTbTbTtS nnnnnnnnn
)( TtSn +
= Speed of the subject vehicle 
2.4.1. LANE-CHANGING MODELS IN LIGHT TRAFFIC 
Gipps (1985) introduced the first lane-changing model intended for micro-simulation 
tools.  The model covers various urban driving situations, in which traffic signals, transit 
lanes, obstructions and presence of heavy vehicles affect drivers’lane selection.  Drivers’
behavior is governed by two basic considerations: maintaining a desired speed and being in 
the correct lane for an intended turning maneuver.  This model was designed to be used in 
conjunction with a car-following model (Gipps, 1981) that employs limits on a drivers 
braking rate, in order to calculate a safe speed with respect to the preceding vehicle. 
   [12] 
Where 
= Max safe speed for vehicle n with respect to the preceding vehicle at time (t+T) 
nb  (<0) = Most severe braking the driver is prepared to undertake 
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T= Time between consecutive calculations of speed and position 
)(tX n
1−nb
= Location of the front of vehicle n at time t 
1−nL = Effective length of vehicle n-1 
∧
b = Estimate of  employed by the driver of vehicle n 
For the purpose of the lane-changing model, this safe speed was limited above by the 
driver’s desired speed, in order to prevent vehicles or obstructions too far ahead from 
influencing the driver’s decision.  With a braking limit of -2m/s2, this limits the influence 
of stationary objects to between 100 and 200 meters, depending on the desired speed of the 
driver.  The zone the driver is in, defined by the distance to the intended turn, and 
determines which of these considerations is active.  When the turn is far away it has no 
effect on the behavior and the driver concentrates on maintaining a desired speed. Tests 
suggested that 50 seconds from the intended turn was far away.  In the middle zone, lane 
changes will only be considered to the turning lanes or lanes that are adjacent to them.  
Close to the turn, the driver focuses on keeping the correct lane and ignores other 
considerations.  
Many other lane-changing models are based on the Gipps’ model.  CORSIM 
classifies lane-changing as either mandatory (MLC) or discretionary (DLC).  In MITSIM 
lance-changing model, drivers perform MLC to connect to the next link on their path, 
bypass a downstream lane blockage, obey lane-use regulations and respond to lane-use 
signs and variable message signs.  In SITRAS (Hidas, 1999) downstream turning 
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movements and lane blockages may trigger either MLC or DLC, depending on the distance 
to the point where the lane-change must be completed.  
2.4.2. LANE CHANGING UNDER CONGESTED SITUATIONS 
In a congested situation, vehicles have to ‘force’ their way into the target lane.  The 
forced lane changing algorithm developed in SITRAS (Hidas, et al. 1999) is based on a 
‘driver courtesy’concept: the vehicle which wants to change lane sends a ‘courtesy’ 
request to subsequent vehicles in the target lane; the request is evaluated by each vehicle 
and depending on several factors such as the speed, position, and driver type of the 
responding vehicle, it is either refused or accepted.  When a vehicle‘provides courtesy’ 
to another vehicle it reduces its acceleration to ensure that a free gap of sufficient length is 
created during the next few seconds for the subject vehicle. 
Ahmed (1999) developed and estimated the parameters of a lane-changing model that 
captures both MLC and DLC situations and the model is used under congested traffic.  
This model was based on the assumption that in heavily congested traffic, gaps of 
acceptable lengths are rare, and therefore, for a vehicle to merge, gaps must be created 
either through courtesy yielding of the lag vehicle in the target lane or through the subject 
forcing the lag vehicle to slow down.  A discrete choice framework was used to model 
three lane-changing steps: decision to consider a lane-change, choice of a target lane and 
acceptance of gaps in the target lane.  A gap acceptance model was used to represent the 
execution of lane-changes, assuming that the driver considers the lead gap and the lag gap 
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separately.  Both gaps must be acceptable in order to execute the lane-change.  Critical 
gaps were assumed to follow a lognormal distribution in order to guarantee that they were 
non-negative. 
2.5. SUMMARY 
 In this chapter, the literature review of most popular car-following and lane-changing 
models in microscopic simulation systems were presented.  The availability of a wide 
range of simulation models allows the modeler to choose a simulation model that answers 
the specific problem at hand.  In order to keep consistent with the previous work (Ishak, 
2003), only the GM3 car-flowing model and the most popular used microscopic simulation 
model CORSIM (both NETSIM and FRESIM) will be adopted in the methodology and 
experimental work in the following chapters.  Scalability of basic lane-changing behavior 












The methodology presented in this study relies on the hypothesis that microscopic 
simulation of transportation systems can be scaled geometrically, kinematically, and 
behaviorally to reduce the required computational resources (Ishak, 2003).  Since this 
methodology is the core of this study, it will be explained elaborately in this chapter.  The 
scaling process is conceptually similar to the process of resizing images using 
downsampling procedures.  In simulation a conceptual parallel can be drawn to 
downscale the prototype environment in a systematic way that ensures geometric, 
kinematic, and behavioral similitude with the target microcosm environment. 






Figure 3-1: Downsampling - Upsampling Process 
3.2. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
To explain the downsampling process in simple terms, let us assume one stream of 
vehicles traveling on a one-lane freeway segment and that our target downsampling ratio is 
50%.  In this example, the objective would be to devise a method that reduces the number 
of simulated vehicles in the traffic stream by 50% without compromising the overall 
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macroscopic characteristics of the traffic stream.  To achieve this goal, a systematic 
elimination procedure of vehicles could be performed (i.e. virtual elimination of every 
other vehicle in the stream).  Such elimination, however, must be accompanied by 
optimization of the behavior of the retained vehicles to preserve the characteristics of their 
trajectories and thus minimize the errors caused by the downsampling process.  Clearly, 
the vehicle elimination process is not mathematically lossless as outlined earlier.  
Moreover, unlike static systems, simulation of transportation systems is a dynamic process 
that is influenced by many stochastic and behavioral components.  To ensure that the 
overall system characteristics of the microcosm environment match those of the prototype 
environment as closely as possible behavioral characteristics must be explicitly accounted 
for.  This essentially becomes the focus of the proposed research as we seek to develop 
the theoretical foundation for the downsampling approach and explore optimal empirical 
solutions for various transportation components. 
For simplistic graphical illustration of the approach, let us consider the case of a 
one-lane freeway segment (L).  Figure 3-2 shows the hypothetical trajectories of five 
vehicles in a traffic stream over L with spacing  and headway  between every two 
consecutive vehicles  and
ijd ijh
i j .  For illustrative purpose only, we assume that the five 
vehicles are traveling at the same speed  in the prototype environment.  This 
unrealistic assumption, however, will be relaxed in the mathematical formulation of the 
methodology later on.  In this example, we seek to apply a 50% downsampling ratio, 
pS
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which is simply defined as the ratio of the number of vehicles in the microcosm 
environment to that in the prototype environment. 
The first step of the procedure, shown in Figure 3-3, is to reduce the number of 
vehicles by 50% through systematic elimination of every other vehicle in the traffic stream, 
or specifically in this case, the even-numbered vehicles (2, 4, etc.).  Here, we must 
emphasize that the systematic elimination of every other vehicle in the traffic stream will 
not affect the distribution of random vehicle and driver characteristics.  For illustration, 
consider the case of a stream of random numbers.  If every other number in the stream is 
systematically discarded, then one can easily prove statistically that the stream of 
remaining numbers should be essentially random as well and follow the same probability 
distribution function of the original stream.  This observation is important to ensure that 
the downsampling process will not introduce bias in the distribution of random 
microscopic characteristics such as the percentage of turning movements at intersections, 
the percentage of trips by destination, and driver behavioral parameters (e.g. 
aggressiveness and reaction times). 
In our example, we can now show that the process of eliminating every other vehicle 
in the stream will instantaneously reduce the traffic stream density by 50%, as a result of 
the increased spacing between the remaining odd-numbered vehicles.  If we elect to 
preserve the density characteristics in the traffic stream after vehicle elimination, then we 
will need to geometrically downscale the segment L by 50%, as well as the positions of all 
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vehicle trajectories within the segment with respect to the downstream reference point at 
the end of the segment.  Figure 3-4 shows the effect of geometric downscaling on 
vehicular trajectories, which closely restores the density and spacing between vehicles.  
The shifts in vehicular positions, without changing their speeds or accelerations, will 
reduce the headways between the remaining vehicles by nearly 50% as well.  Such 
reduction in headway will closely restore the flow rate to its original value in the prototype 
environment and will also reduce the travel times of remaining vehicles by nearly 50% due 
to geometric downscaling.  If we choose to preserve the travel time characteristics in the 
microcosm environment, for dynamic traffic assignment and route choice applications, 
then we need to apply simultaneous kinematic downscaling of 50% to the remaining 
vehicles as well.  Downscaling the vehicular speeds by 50% (i.e. 12mS = pS ) will increase 
the headways by nearly 100%, and consequently, result in reducing the flow rate by nearly 
50%, as shown in Figure 3-5.  At the end of this downsampling process, both space-mean 
speed and flow rate of the traffic stream will be reduced by 50%, while the density will be 
preserved.  This ensures that the fundamental traffic flow relationship still holds in the 
microcosm environment.  Generalization can now be made for any downsampling ratio r.  
The reduction in flow rate at the end of the downsampling process will consequently lead 
to a reduction in the number of simulated vehicles and savings in computational resources 


































Figure 3-3: Elimination of Even-Numbered 
Vehicles (r = 0.5) 
Figure 3-4: Geometric Downscaling of 


















Figure3-5: Kinematic Downscaling of 
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3.3. PRESERVATION OF LANE-CHANGING BEHAVIOR 
Under light or moderate traffic conditions the headway distribution is known to follow 
either a negative or shifted negative exponential distribution.  We examine the scalability 
of lane-changing behavior for both distributions here.  The main goal is to preserve the 
lane-changing probabilities in both prototype and microcosm environments based on gap 
acceptance models. 
3.3.1. NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
Under stochastic conditions, the headway distribution defines the probability of 
observing headway (h) that is greater than or equal to some specified value (t) with the 
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following expression: 
/( ) t TP h t e−≥ =  [13] 
Where  is the average headway or the distribution mean (sec), estimated as the 
reciprocal of the flow rate; i.e. 
T
1
qT = .  Substituting for , the headway distributions in 
the prototype and the microcosm environments can be expressed as: 
T
( )
p pp p t qP h t e−≥ =  [14] 
( )
m mm m t qP h t e−≥ =  [15] 
Where  and  are the minimum headway thresholds for a lane-changing 
opportunity to arise in the prototype and the microcosm environments, respectively.  
pt mt
pq  
and  are the flow rates in the prototype and the microcosm environments, respectively.  
In order to preserve lane-changing behavior the probability of finding lane-changing 
opportunities in both the prototype and the microcosm environments should be the same 
(i.e. ).  This leads to 
mq
(P h ) ( )p mP t≥ = ≥p pt h
p p mt q t qe e− −=
m











=  [17] 
  The previous equation clearly indicates that lane-changing behavior can be preserved in 
the microcosm environment by scaling the minimum lane-changing headway threshold in 
the prototype environment with the reciprocal of the downsampling ratio r.  For 
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instance, if the downsampling ratio r is set to 0.5, then the minimum lane-changing 
headway threshold in the microcosm environment must be set to twice its value in the 
prototype environment such that the probability of finding a lane changing opportunity in 
a specific time period remains the same. 
3.3.2 SHIFTED NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
This distribution accounts for the minimum practical headway between vehicles as a 
result of the effective vehicle length (physical length plus gap).  Under stochastic 
conditions, this headway distribution defines the probability of observing headway (h) that 
is greater than or equal to some specified value (t) with the following expression: 
( )
t





−≥ =  [18] 
τ  and T  are the minimum practical headway and average headway, respectively.  




















−≥ =  [20] 
In order to preserve lane-changing characteristics we set ).  
This leads to 
( ) ( )p p m mP h t P h t≥ = ≥
p p m m









pτ  and mτ  can be derived from the reciprocal of lane capacity in both environments, 
respectively; i.e. 1 pp µτ =  and 1 m
m
µτ = .  Similarly,  and T  can be derived from 
pT m
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the reciprocal of the flow rate per lane; i.e. 1 pp q=T  and 1 m
m
qT = .  Since the 
downsampling procedure will reduce both flow rate and capacity by the same 
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=  [23] 
This shows that the ratio of minimum lane-changing headway threshold in the 
microcosm environment to that in the prototype environment must be scaled by the 
reciprocal of r.  This is consistent with the application of the negative exponential 
distribution.  Since the lane-changing headway threshold is essentially a random variable 
that changes from one driver to another and follows some probability distribution function, 
one can statistically prove from Equations 17 and 23 that 1[ ] [ ]pm rE t E= t  and 
2
1[ ] [ pm rV t V t= .  In other words, the distribution parameters mean and variance, of the 
lane-changing headway threshold in the microcosm environment must be scaled by 1r  
and 21r , respectively.  Note that the ratio between the mean and standard deviation will 
remain equal in both environments as a result of the simultaneous scaling of both 
parameters.  This will essentially preserve the statistical characteristics of the exponential 
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distribution (equal and near-equal mean and standard deviation in negative and shifted 
negative exponential distributions, respectively).  This shows a relationship exists 
between the statistical parameters of lane-changing behavior in the prototype and the 
microcosm environments. 
3.4. PRESERVATION OF CAR-FOLLOWING BEHAVIOR 
 For simplification and consistency with previous work (Ishak, 2003), only the 
fundamental and most popular car-following models, GM3 and CORSIM, were adopted in 
this research study in the following.  The GM3 car-following model is one of the GM 
car-following models family developed by General Motors (May, 1990).  CORSIM is a 
comprehensive microscopic traffic simulation, applicable to surface streets, freeways, and 
integrated networks with a complete selection of control devices (i.e., stop/yield sign, 
traffic signals, and ramp metering).  CORSIM simulates traffic and traffic control systems 
using commonly accepted vehicle and driver behavior models.   CORSIM combines two 
of the most widely used traffic simulation models, NETSIM for surface streets, and 
FRESIM for freeways.  CORSIM has been applied by thousands of practitioners and 
researchers worldwide over the past 30 years and embodies a wealth of experience and 
maturity. 
3.4.1. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
 The primary objective of the mathematical formulation of the downsampling 
process is to optimize the critical behavioral parameters in the adopted car-following 
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model such that the errors associated with the downsampling procedure are minimized. 
Descriptively, the main objective here is to optimize the parameters of the car-following 
model such that the behavior of vehicles in the microcosm environment closely matches 
that in the prototype environment.  Quantitatively, this can be achieved by formulating a 
downsampling error function E that is derived from the sum of squared differences 
between the vehicular trajectories in the prototype environment and their corresponding 























ττ                                            [24] 
Where 
E = the sum of squared errors between the prototype and the microcosm environments 
trajectories during time period T 






= the position of vehicle 1j r +  in the prototype environment at time τi  
)(1 τiX
m
j+ = the position of vehicle 1j +  in the microcosm environment at time τi  
)(1 1 τiXr
m
j+ = the upscaled position of vehicle 1j +  in the microcosm environment at 
time τi  with respect to the prototype environment’s reference system 
τi  = the time increment used to update the simulation system (e.g. 0.1 second) 
T  = the overall simulation time period 
N = the total number of simulated vehicles in the prototype environment 
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rN = the total number of simulated vehicles in the microcosm environment 
The downsampling ratio (r) can be set equal to the geometric and kinematic 
downscaling ratios for simplification.  Equation (24) shows that the objective function E 
is derived from the deviation in vehicular trajectories.  For instance, if the downsampling 
ratio r is assumed 50% (r = 0.5), then the sequence of trajectories in the microcosm 
environment will be indexed as 1, 2 … rN, where rN is the total number of vehicles 
simulated in the microcosm environment.  That sequence, however, corresponds to a 
sequence of trajectories in the prototype environment that is indexed by j r
j
+1 or (1, 3, 5, 
7…), where even-numbered trajectories in the prototype environment are skipped.  As 
such, the matching procedure will apply to the following trajectory pairs in the microcosm 
and the prototype environments, respectively: (1, 1), (2, 3), (3, 5), (4, 7)… ( +1, j r +1). 
3.4.2. CONSTRAINS 
 In order to minimize the objective function E, sets of constraints are formulated.  
The following equation describes a family of GM models that are defined by the values of 
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1j j+ + ∆ = −  − 
                            [25] 
Where 
)(tS j = Speed of the lead vehicle j  at time t  
1( )jS t+ = Speed of following vehicle j +1 at time  t
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1( ) ( )j jS t S t+− = Stimulus expressed by speed difference at time  t
1(ja t T+ + ∆ )
t T
= Response of following vehicle to stimulus by lead vehicle expressed in terms 
of acceleration or deceleration at time  + ∆
,φ θα = Driver’s sensitivity parameter 
T∆ = Driver’s adaptation time 
φ  and θ = Parameters describing the version of the model; for instance setting 0θ =  
and 1=φ  yields the third GM model. 
  The set of constraints defined here is required to control the behavior of vehicles and 
maintain safe operation within practical boundaries, as often applied in simulation models.  
We adopt the general (fifth) GM car-following model and assume deterministic driving 
characteristics in the formulation of constraints.  The following is the set of constraints 
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rNi ,...2,1∈∀  Tt ,...,0 τ∈∀    [27] 
1 1,min
( ) ( ) ( ) 1, 2,... 0, ,...
i i
p p p
iX t X t X t i N t t Tδ+ +− ≥ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ [28]  
1 1,min
( ) ( ) ( ) 1, 2,... 0, ,...
i i
m m m
iX t X t X t i rN t t Tδ+ +− ≥ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  [29] 
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max ( ) 0 1, 2,... 0, ,...
p p
iS S t i N t tδ≥ ≥ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ T
T
 [30] 
max ( ) 0 1,2,... 0, ,...
p m
irS S t i rN t t Tδ≥ ≥ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈    [31] 
max min( ) 1, 2,... 0, ,...
p p p
ia a t a i N t tδ≥ ≥ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ [32] 
max min( ) 1, 2,... 0, ,...
p m p
ira a t ra i rN t t Tδ≥ ≥ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈     [33] 
0, ≥
m
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( )piS t  and  = speed of ( )
m
iS t i
th vehicle at time  in the prototype and the microcosm 
environments, respectively. 
t
( )pia t  and  = acceleration of i( )
m
ia t
th vehicle at time t  in the prototype and the 
microcosm environments, respectively. 
max
pS  = maximum vehicular speed in the prototype environment 
min






iX t+  and 1,min ( )
m
iX t+  = minimum spacing between vehicle 1i +  and vehicle  at 
time  in the prototype and the microcosm environments, respectively.  These values can 
be assumed a function of the effective vehicle length  (vehicle length plus gap), the 
minimum headway , and the current speed of vehicle .  Assuming simple linear 
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 Referring to Equation (6), we assume that dfdl =  and the time at the end of the 




















=∆+                 [35] 
Where 
)(1 Ttai ∆++ = Response of following vehicle to stimulus by lead vehicle expressed in 
terms of acceleration at time Tt ∆+  
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)(tSi = Speed of the lead vehicle i at time t 
)(1 tS
i
i+ = Speed of the flowing vehicle i+1 at the beginning of simulation time step , when 1 
second before time t at NETSIM 
)(1 tSi+ = Speed of the flowing vehicle i+1 at time t 
T∆ = Driver’s adaptation time 
1+idf = Deceleration rate of the following vehicle i+1 to stop 
i
i
ii LtXtXts −−= + )()()( 1 , where 
)(tX i = Position of the lead vehicle i at time t 
)(1 tX
i
i+ = Position of the following vehicle i+1 at the beginning of simulation time step, 
when 1 second before time t at NETSIM 
iL = The length of the lead vehicle i 
 Similarly to Equation (26)-(34), the set of constrains for the NETSIM car-following 
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Where 
and  = The acceleration of the i + th vehicle at time 
+∆ /  in the prototype and the microcosm environments, respectively. t pT mT∆











 and  = The speed of the th vehicle at time t in the prototype and the 
microcosm environments, respectively. 
and  = The speed of the + th vehicle at the beginning of simulation time 











)(tX pi = The position of the 
th vehicle at time t in the prototype environment 
)(1 tX
ip
i+ = The position of the 
th vehicle at the beginning of simulation time step,(t-1), 
time in the prototype environment 
p
iL = The length of the i








m LtXtXts −−= + )()()( 1 , where 
)(tX mi = The position of the i
th vehicle at time t in the microcosm environment 
)(1 tX
im
i+ = The position of the 1i +
th vehicle at the beginning of simulation time step,(t-1), 
time in the microcosm environment 
m
iL = The length of the i
th vehicle in the microcosm environment 
p
idf 1+  and = The deceleration of the i+1
m
idf 1+
th vehicle in the prototype and the microcosm 
environments, respectively. 
max
pS  = Maximum vehicular speed in the prototype environment 
min
pa  and  = Minimum and maximum vehicular acceleration in the prototype and the 
microcosm environments, respectively. 
max
pa
 Referring to Equation (8), the constrains of FRESIM car-following models are 
















































rNi ,...2,1∈∀ Tt ,...,0 τ∈∀  [46] 
The driver reaction time T∆  is introduced into the car-following equations as 
























i TTaSS ∆−+= +++ rNi ,...2,1∈∀ Tt ,...,0 τ∈∀
∈∀ Tt ,...,0 τ∈∀
                       [49] 








i aTSXX ++= ++++ rNi ,...2,1∈∀ Tt ,...,0 τ∈∀          [50] 
0≥mk mT∆ 0≥    and                                                  [51] 
Most of the parameters and constrains are the same as in the NESIM model explained 
above, the different parameters are: 
pk mk
p
 and = The driver sensitivity in the prototype and the microcosm environments, 
respectively. 
T  and mT = The simulation time step in the prototype and the microcosm environments, 
respectively. 
To set the minimum spacing between vehicles, we assume a linear relationship in the 
form = , where  is the effective vehicle length (vehicle length 
plus gap),  is the minimum headway, and  is the current speed of vehicle.  
Applying this relationship to both prototype and the microcosm environments we get 
minh




iX t+ min 1( )
p p p
iL h S t++=  [52] 
1,min ( )
m
iX t+ min 1( )
m m m
iL h S t++=  [53] 
Since minimum spacing between vehicles and vehicle length are not to be scaled (to 




.  This shows 
that the minimum headway in the microcosm environment should be scaled by the inverse 
( ) ( )m m p pt h S t= 1 min( )
m p
iS t h r+ = =
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of r.  Since capacity can be defined by the inverse of minimum headway, then we deduce 




.  Since both flow rate and capacity were downscaled by the same ratio , 
then the flow-to-capacity ratio (
r
) in the downsampling process remains unchanged.  
Clearly, this is a very critical characteristic that we must preserve in the downsampling 
process.   
r
min
p mh rµ= =
q
µ
3.4.3. CONSTRAINTS INTERPRETATION 
The constraints imposed by Equation (26) and (27) are derived from the adopted GM3 
car-following model in the prototype and the microcosm environments, respectively.  
However, in Equation (27) the values of  and mθφα ,
mT∆  are not known and need to be 
optimized.  Equations (38) and (39) impose the constraint on the spacing between two 
consecutive vehicles in the stream with reference to the prototype and the microcosm 
environments, respectively.  The spacing must remain larger than or equal to a minimum 
practical value to maintain safe distance and prevent collision at different vehicle speeds, 
which is the same as the constrains in the GM3 model.  In Equations (30) and (31) 
constraints are imposed on the speed value of vehicles in the prototype and the microcosm 
environments, respectively.  The speed value must be non-negative and should not exceed 
the maximum free-flow speed.  Note that the maximum free-flow speed in the microcosm 
environment is downscaled by the same ratio r.  This is necessary to retain the kinematic 
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similitude as explained earlier.  Equations (32) and (33) impose constraints on the 
acceleration/deceleration rates of vehicles in the prototype and the microcosm 
environments, respectively.  Acceleration rates should also fall within a practical range of 
values, often determined by driver and vehicle characteristics.  Similarly, the maximum 
acceleration/deceleration rates in the microcosm environment are downscaled by the same 
ratio to maintain kinematic similitude.  The last two constraints exhibited by Equations 
(34) are simply non-negativity constraints for the two unknown behavioral parameters. 
Similarly, the constraints imposed by Equation (36) and (37) are derived from the 
adopted NETSIM car-following model in the prototype and the microcosm environments, 
respectively.  The values of  and  in Equation (37) need to be optimized.  
Equations (38) and (39) impose the constraint on the spacing between two consecutive 
vehicles in the stream with reference to the prototype and the microcosm environments, 
respectively.  The spacing must remain larger than or equal to a minimum practical value 
to maintain safe distance and prevent collision at different vehicle speeds.  The minimum 
spacing between vehicles can be assumed a function of the speed of the following 
vehicle i +1, where small spacing is associated with low speeds and large spacing is 
required at high speeds.  In Equations (40) and (41) constraints are imposed on the speed 
value of vehicles in the prototype and the microcosm environments, respectively, which are 
similarly with the constrains in the GM3 model.  Equations (42) and (43) impose 





environments, respectively.  Acceleration rates should also fall within a practical range of 
values, often determined by driver and vehicle characteristics.  Similarly, the maximum 
acceleration rates in the microcosm environment are downscaled by the same ratio to 
maintain kinematic similitude.  Equation (44) is simply non-negativity constraints for the 
two unknown behavioral parameters. 
The interpretation for the constrains in FRESIM car-following models is the same as 
that for the NESTIM model, expect that the unknown behavioral parameters are different 
in Equation (51). 
3.5. PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
Performance measures indicate the level of achievement of the desired or intended 
objective.  In the context of this study, performance measures are necessary to assess the 
efficiency of the methodology and to verify the extent to which the desired objective has 
been achieved.  The performance measures used in this study are Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) and Relative Average Vehicular Delay Error (RADE).  Each measure is 
explained in detail next. 
3.5.1. RMSE 
The trajectory of each vehicle in the microcosm environment during simulation is 
compared with the corresponding trajectory of that vehicle in the prototype environment 
and the root mean of sum of squared (RMSE) difference for all the vehicles is computed as 




ERMSE =          [54] 
RMSE defines the magnitude of the error between the trajectories prior to and after 
downsampling.  The objective is to obtain a minimum value of error for all the vehicles.  
A low RMSE value indicates minimum loss of information in the downsampling process. 
Ideally, zero RMSE value is desired but is not possible as RMSE is evaluated based on 
microscopic driver behavior; the errors are cumulative and do not cancel out.   
3.5.2. RELATIVE AVERAGE VEHICLULAR DELAY ERROR 
Average vehicular delay at the end of the simulation period is also a significant 
macroscopic measure collected from microscopic simulation models.  Previous work 
(Ishak et al. 2003, Chakravarthy 2003) finds that the average vehicular delay ratio in the 
microcosm environment to that in the prototype environment remained almost equal to 1.0. 
This finding suggests that the average vehicular delay measures the downsampling 
performance much better than RMSE.  This is because in RMSE calculations the error 
terms are squared and are cumulative throughout the simulation period.  This is clearly 
not the case in average delay calculations, where trajectory errors may have the tendency 
to cancel out over the simulation period.  
 In this research, both the average delay and the relative average vehicular delay error 
(RADE) will be used to measure the downsampling performance. 
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The relative average vehicular delay error is the ratio of the absolute error between the 
average vehicular delay in both prototype environment and the microcosm environment to 
the average vehicular delay in prototype environment.  RADE is expressed in Equation 



















The main goal of the RADE measurement is to examine the relationship between the 
average vehicular delay in the prototype and the microcosm environments.  The ideal 
RADE is equal to 0 if the average vehicular delay in the microcosm and prototype 
environments is the same.  Further discussion on delay can be found in the Results and 
Discussion chapter. 
3.6. SUMMARY 
In this chapter we identify the main characteristics of each of the basic components 
and the underlying models that describe the driving behavior within each.  The adopted 
car-following models include GM3 and CORSIM.  For each basic component, a 
downsampling procedure is developed mathematically to improve the computational 
efficiency of the microscopic traffic simulation systems.  This includes defining an 
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objective function and a set of constraints and boundary conditions for each model.  The 
mathematical formulations developed in this chapter provide the theoretical foundation for 

































4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The methodology discussed in Chapter 3 is used to microscopically simulate a 
hypothetical traffic network described in the following section.  This chapter explains the 
experimental analysis that is conducted in three car-following models on this hypothetical 
network and is described in the subsequent sections.   
4.2. STUDY SECTION 
A homogenous single lane freeway segment of length L is considered.  All the ideal 
geometric and operating conditions (12 ft width lane, 6ft lateral clearance, level terrain, 0% 
trucks, and commuting traffic) are assumed to prevail.  The freeway section under study 
is also assumed to be free from on-ramps and off-ramps and hence there are only one entry 
and one exit point for the entire section.  Such an arrangement is setup to ensure that the 
behavior of simulated entities in the network is primarily determined by the car-following 
model and to negate the effect of other behavioral factors. 
4.3. SOFTWARE MODULE 
 All experimental work was carried out using a special simulation module developed in 
C++ programming language.  This is because the commercial traffic simulation models 
do not provide sufficient flexibility to alter all microscopic parameters of interest.  A 
simulation module was developed and validated for each component using commercially 
available and previously calibrated models (e.g. CORSIM and GM3).  This is important 
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to provide ground truth data for comparative evaluation of the prototype and microcosm 
simulation system performance.  Also, the tradeoff between performance and scalability 
(downsampling ratios) was examined to determine the optimal downsampling ratio for 
each component. 
 The developed program, Scalability of Microscopic Traffic Simulation (SMTS), has a 
user-friendly interface and provides the option to enter any of the traffic and vehicle 
operating characteristics such as, duration of simulation, number of vehicles, arrival flow 
rate and downsampling ratios, et al..  A snapshot of the simulation module developed and 
used in this study is shown in Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-1: Snapshot of Simulation Module Window Showing Different Parameters 
Each of the car-following parameters in both prototype and microcosm environments 
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can be modified at any time through the operating window directly.  A range of 
sensitivity and adaptation time values for the microcosm environment can be specified to 
produce a set of RMSE values as output.  Other forms of output that can be generated by 
the program include Average Vehicular Delay, Density, and Trajectory as shown in Figure 
4-1.  However, only RMSE and Average Vehicular Delay are used as performance 
measures in this study for further analysis.  The generated output is written into an 
Microsoft Excel file (each excel file for a combination of flow rate, downsampling ratio, 
number of vehicles in the prototype environment and a range of car-following parameters 
for the microcosm environment).  Figure 4-2 shows an example of a text file produced 
from each combination based on the GM3 car-following model.  In the figure, the text file 
combines three parts: input parameters in the prototype environment, output of average 
vehicular delay in the microcosm environment, and output of trajectory RMSE in the 
microcosm environment.  In the second part, the d_nod cell denotes the average vehicular 
delay in prototype environment. 
The first part includes seven input parameters: the simulation duration time 1 hour, the 
number of simulated vehicles 100, the downsampling ratio 1/2, the flow rate 2000 vph, the 
INFLUENCE_ZONE number 200 (an option which will be accomplished for the future 
work), the sensitivity in the prototype environment 40ft/sec, the adaptation time the 
prototype environment 1.0 sec.  Neither of the sensitivity nor the adaptation time value in 
the prototype environment has the stand deviation value in this research study.  The  
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Duration: 1:00       
# of vehicles: 100       
ratio: '1/2       
flow rate: 2000       
INFLUENCE_ZONE: 200       
alpha_p(mu & std): 40 0 estimate 40    
deltaT_p(mu & std): 1 0 estimate 1    
AVG_DELAY d_nod=1411.8        
[alpha\dt] 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
12 1806.508 1806.697 1807.639 1807.9 1807.935 1808.044 1808.519
16 1521.406 1522.047 1522.109 1522.83 1522.923 1522.984 1523.287
20 1404.958 1404.734 1405.511 1405.11 1404.885 1405.277 1405.053
24 1328.074 1328.625 1329.618 1328.144 1327.953 1321.26 1312.809
28 1277.605 1281.469 1275.877 1260.178 1254.223 1247.529 1243.537
32 1248.489 1254.182 1223.9 1206.423 1210.316 1223.575 1211.958
RMSE 
AVG_TRAJECT      
[alpha\dt] 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
12 23509.65 23523.36 23573.01 23588.41 23591.01 23599.51 23625.14
16 6188.92 6225.368 6229.576 6273.182 6279.258 6285.076 6301.311
20 965.3946 968.071 928.1831 943.6575 949.3973 921.5021 925.9092
24 5809.924 5775.982 5702.263 5795.185 5795.813 6179.435 6595.265
28 9180.896 8920.448 9291.49 10211.01 10550.18 10791.29 11073.6
32 11239.95 10840.14 12815.27 13791.34 13380.62 12519.08 13082.15
Figure 4-2: Example of Output Generated by the Program 
second part of the figure contains the output of average vehicular delay in the microcosm 
environment, with the average vehicular delay in prototype environment denoted as d_nod.  
In this part, the sensitivity parameters in the microcosm environment are ranged from 12 to 
32 ft/sec with the interval of 4 ft/sec, the adaptation time parameters in the microcosm 
environment are ranged from 0.5 to 3.5 second with the interval of 0.5 second.  Each cell 
in the table represents the average vehicular delay with the corresponding sensitivity and 
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adaptation time in the microcosm environment.  The last part is the output of trajectory 
RMSE in the microcosm environment.  Similarly to the second part, each cell in the table 
represents the trajectory RMSE with the corresponding sensitivity and adaptation time in 
the microcosm environment. 
The recalled trajectories of all vehicles in both the microcosm and prototype at each 
updating time interval can also be obtained but this option should be used cautiously as the 
simulation program requires heavy computational resources for this operation. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, this study was conducted to using two sets of car following 
models include : (1)The third car following model developed by General Motors Research 
group; (2) The FRESIM and NETSIM car following models used in the CORSIM 
microscopic simulation system.  Table 4-1 shows the assumption of deterministic driver 
characteristics (May 1990, Aycin et al. 1999). 
Table 4-1 Driver Characteristics 
Car Following Model Sensitivity Parameter Adaptation Time  
GM 3 α =40 ft/sec T∆ =1.0 sec 
FRESIM α =1.0 sec T∆ =1.0 sec 
NETSIM α =15.0 ft/sec2 T∆ =1.0 sec 
 For simplification and consistency throughout this research study, some adjustments 
were applied in this research study.  Referring to Equation (4), the sensitivity parameter 
0α  in the prototype is adjusted to be α  in both the prototype and the microcosm 
environments, because the  and  represent the optimal solutions in the prototype 






(8), the behavior parameter  and k  are replaced by df α  in both the prototype and the 
microcosm environments for simplification.  From the Mn/DOT CORSIM Calibration 
(2002), the maximum deceleration rate of the program has been capped at 15 ft/s2.  So the 
deceleration rate in the prototype environment in NETSIM model was selected as =15 
ft/s
pα
2.  Aycin (1999) suggested that the default values of sensitivity parameter α  in 
FRESIM model are from 0.6 to 1.5 and we adopted =1.0 in this research study.  All 
the adaptation time parameters in the three models were appropriately set to be 1.0 second 
in the prototype environments in order to keep the consistency throughout this research 
study. 
pα
4.3.1. EXPERIMENTAL WORK (GM3) 
The main goal of this experimental analysis is to derive an optimal solution for 
sensitivity and adaptation time in the microcosm environment for different car-following 
models (GM 3, NETSIM and FRESIM), by varying the flow rate, number of vehicles and 
operating conditions in the prototype with different downsampling ratios.  In this stage, 
the experimental work was conducted on GM 3 car-following model.  The sensitivity and 
adaptation parameters are assumed the same for all drivers (  ft/sec, 40=pα pT∆ =1.0 sec) 
in the prototype environment.  The three variables which were controlled in this 
experiment: (1) average flow rate used to generate vehicles at the entry point; (2) number 
of simulated vehicles in the prototype environment; and (3) operating conditions along the 
freeway segment.  In this work stage, we restricted the downsampling ratios to r=1/2, 1/3, 
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1/4 and 1/5 and set the simulation duration time to 1 hour in each of the three different 
operating scenarios.  The three scenarios are as shown in Figure 4-3.  Each scenario is 
obtained by increasing the number of stops the lead vehicle makes throughout the 
simulation period (one hour).  Varying the operating scenarios is necessary to introduce 
mixed free-flow and forced-flow conditions that activate the car-following behavior.  
Each stop lasted for 5 minutes and was followed by acceleration and a cruising period at 
free-flow speed.    Four levels of traffic flow rates are considered (500, 1000, 1500, and 
2000 vph).  Different numbers of simulated vehicles are considered (100, 200, and 300).  
The total number of the combination of number of vehicles and flow rates (N-Q) is 12 for 
each downsampling ratio: (100-500), (100-1000), (100-1500), (100-2000), (200-500), 
(200-1000), (200-1500), (200-2000), (300-500), (300-1000), (300-1500), and (300-2000).  
These different combinations of all factors considered generated a total of 12*4=48 cases for 
each scenario. So there are 48*3=144 cases generated based on the three scenarios.  The 
operating conditions along the segment are set by a predefined trajectory of a lead vehicle 
in the stream.  Trajectory of lead vehicle is obtained by assigning typical (practical) 
acceleration and deceleration values for a period of time one hour.  All these three 
variables generated a total number of 12*3=36 cases for each downscale ratio that we seek 
optimal solution for and the analysis was conducted for all possible combinations of the 
three variables.  For each case, the search for  andpα pT∆  was carried out using 
combinations of a wide range of values that was later narrowed down to locate the 
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Figure 4-3: Scenarios of Lead Vehicle Trajectories 
4.3.2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK (NETSIM) 
At this stage, the concept of microscopic simulation systems scalability was further 
explored to examine the effect on NETSIM model.  The operating conditions and 
downsampling ratios were the same as what we used on GM 3 car-following model as 
illustrated in the previous section.  The downsampling performance was also evaluated 
under different flow rates (500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 vph), different number of simulated 
vehicles (100, 200 and 300), and different downsampling ratios in the prototype 
environment (r=1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5).  Referring to Table 4-1, the sensitivity and 
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adaptation parameters are assumed the same for all drivers ( df =15 ft/secm 2, pT∆ =1.0 sec) 
in the prototype environment.  The downsampling performance was measured in terms of 
the relative average vehicular delay error (RADE), which was derived from the objective 
error function E and reflects the amount of information loss caused by downsampling. 
4.3.3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK (FRESIM) 
 Experimental work was conducted on the FRESIM car-following model in this stage to 
explore the concept of microscopic simulation systems scalability.  The operating 
conditions and downsampling ratios were the same as what we used on GM3 and NETSIM 
car-following model as illustrated in the previous section.  The downsampling performance 
was also evaluated under different flow rates Q (500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 vph), different 
number of simulated vehicles (100, 200 and 300), and different downsampling ratios in the 
prototype environment (r=1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5).  The adopted sensitivity and adaptation 
parameters are assumed the same for all drivers ( =1.0, pk pT∆ =1.0 sec) in the prototype 
environment.  The performance measurement used is the same as in the NETSIM model: 
relative average vehicular delay error (RADE).  
4.4. SUMMARY 
This chapter discussed the procedure used to conduct the experimental analysis.  All 
experimental analysis was carried out using special simulation modules developed in C++ 
programming language: Scalability of Microscopic Traffic Simulation (SMTS).  The 
experimental work was conducted on the three adopted car-following models: GM3, 
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NETSIM and FRESIM.  The experimental work involved testing the methodology under a 
combination of different flow and operating conditions for different downsampling ratios in 



















5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
This chapter presents the results and discussion of the experimental work conducted to 
evaluate the downsampling process on the GM3, NETSIM and FRESIM car-following 
models.  The experimental work produced results for the two performance measures: 
RMSE and RADE.  For GM3 car-following model experiment, the performance measures 
were derived from each of the 144 cases generated from all the possible combinations of the 
three variables (flow rate, number of vehicles in the prototype environment and operating 
conditions for different downsampling ratios).  The performance measures for the NETSIM 
and FRESIM models were only derived from 2*48 cases (obtained by different 
combinations of downsampling ratios, flow rate and number of vehicles operating in the 
third scenario).  The following sections describe and discuss the results. 
5.1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF GM3  
5.1.1. RMSE 
This section presents the results obtained from the experimental work conducted on 
the GM3 model.  The trajectory-based RMSE and relative average vehicular delay error 
(RADE) values were obtained for each of the 144 cases.  For each case, a range of 
sensitivity ( ) and adaptation time (mα mT∆ ) values were tested to determine the optimal 
values of and mα mT∆  in the microcosm environment in terms of global minimum 
trajectory-based RMSE.  Figure 5-1 shows the change in RMSE values with ratio r = 1/2, 
 and  for trajectory scenario 3 and 100 vehicles in the prototype environment.  mα mT∆
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Each individual figure in Figure 5-1 represents a separate case and corresponds to a 
different flow rate.  A range of 12 to 32 ft/sec with an interval of 4 ft/sec for  and 0.5 
to 4.5 sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for  was tested to generate the RMSE curves for 
each flow rate.  As shown in the figure, the minimum RMSE corresponds to =20 
ft/sec for all the flow rates.  But the  varies from 3 to 4.5 sec with different flow 





m .  Another 
interesting observation is that Figure 5-1 (b) to (d) are identical, but different from Figure 
5-1(a).  This is cased by the minimum distance condition that the GM3 car-following 
model is employed.  In the current implementation the car-following behavior is active if 
the gap between the lead and following vehicle is at least three times of vehicle length, 
which is 3*24ft.  When the flow rate increases the vehicles are released at smaller gaps 
(smaller than 3 times of vehicle length), theoretically, but eventually the car-following 
dictates the acceleration.  For the flow rate increase from 500 vph to 1000, 1500, and 
2000 vph, the gap between the two vehicles is smaller than 3*vehicle length.  Similarly, 
RMSE curves were generated for cases 5 to 8 with 200 vehicles in the prototype 
environment for scenario 3.  The same range of values for  and mT∆  was used, as 
in cases 1 to 4, to obtain the optimal parameters that correspond to minimum RMSE.  
Figure 5-2 shows the RMSE curves for cases 5 to 8.  Each figure in Figure 5-2 represents 
a separate case and corresponds to a different flow rate.  Figure 5-3 represents cases 9 to 






for trajectory 3.  For each case, a minimum RMSE was observed at =20 ft/sec, but 
the RMSE is not very sensitive to 
m
0α
mT∆ .  This global minimum reflects the minimum 
information loss that will result from applying the downsampling procedure.  Although 
the global RMSE minima change with the flow rate, the corresponding optimal solution 
(optimal sensitivity and adaptation time in the microcosm environment) in each case 
remains the same: =20 ft/sec and =3 sec (when Q=500 vph) or 4.5 sec (when 







The experimental work was performed in a similar manner for the remaining cases 
(cases 13 to 36) that correspond to scenarios 1 and 2, with each scenario generating 12 
cases.  The RMSE curves were generated for different flow rates and different number of 
vehicles in the prototype environment.  FIGURE 5-4 and FIGURE 5-5 show the RMSE 
curves for trajectory scenarios 1 and 2 with the N=300 and q=500 vph.  The range of 
values for  and mα m  used to generate these curves were similar to cases 1 to 12.  
For cases 1 to 12, the minimum RMSE values are corresponding to =20 ft/sec. But the 
RMSE curves are not as sensitive to 
m
0α
 as to  which is the same as the observation 
in the trajectory scenario 3 results.   
mα
This observation appears to be consistent for scenarios 1, 2 and 3.  This consistency 
in the optimal solutions is critically important to ensure that the equivalent driving 














































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-1: RMSE for different values of ,mα mT∆  and flow rates - Trajectory 3    














































(d) =2000 vph pq



















































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-2: RMSE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates – Trajectory 3  




















































(d) =2000 vph pq



















































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-3: RMSE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates - Trajectory 3  




















































(d) =2000 vph pq




For all cases considered, the value of was 20 ft/sec, which is half the assumed 
value of  . This suggests that the optimal sensitivity ratio 
m
0α
pα pm αα0 is equal to the 
downsampling ratio r (r=1/2).  But the values of minimum RMSE are not sensitive to the 
mT∆  in these cases.  The suggested linear relationship, however, must be further verified 
for different downsampling ratios before reaching a final conclusion.  Further 




1 ) whose figures are shown in the following pictures through FIGURE 5-6 to FIGURE 
5-8. 
The RMSE values were obtained for each of the 36 cases generated by all the possible 
combinations of different flow rates and number of vehicles in the prototype environment 
and downsampling ratios, in trajectory scenario 1, 2 and 3.  Downsampling ratios of r 
= ,4
1,3
1  and 5
1  were used respectively for each case.  For each case, a range of 
sensitivity  and adaptation time mα mT∆  values were tested to seek the optimal values 
of  and  in the microcosm environment in terms of global minimum RMSE.  





mα mT∆  for a downsampling 
ratio of r=1/3 and 100 vehicles in trajectory scenario 3 in the prototype environment.  In 
FIGURE 5-6, a range of 5.33 to 25.33 ft/sec with an interval of 4 ft/sec for  and 1 to 
5.5 sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for 
mα
mT∆  was tested to generate the curves for each 
flow rate.  The minimum RMSE values are observed at =13.33 ft/sec, =5 or 5.5 



















































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-4: RMSE for different values of  , mα mT∆  - Trajectory 1 (GM3)         





















































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-5: RMSE for different values of  , mα mT∆  -Trajectory 2 (GM3)          




















































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-6: RMSE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates - Trajectory 3  





















































(d) =2000 vph pq






















































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-7: RMSE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates - Trajectory 3  






















































(d) =2000 vph pq














































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-8: RMSE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates - Trajectory 3  















































(d) =2000 vph pq




suggests that the optimal sensitivity ratio pm αα0 is equal to the downsampling ratio r 
(r=1/3).  This figure also show the RMSE is non-sensitive to mT∆ .  FIGURE 5-7 and 
FIGURE 5-8 show the result of downsampling ratios of r= 1/4 and 1/5, respectively and 
similarly.  A range of 2 to 18 ft/sec with an interval of 4 ft/sec for  and 1.5 to 6.5 sec 
with an interval of 0.5 sec for 
mα
mT∆  was tested to generate the curves for each flow rate 
for the downsampling ratio of r=1/4 in FIGURE 5-7.  A range of 4 to 16 ft/sec an interval 
of 4 ft/sec for  and 2.5 to 7.5 sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for mα mT∆  was tested to 
generate the curves for each flow rate for the downsampling ratio of r=1/5 FIGURE 5-8.  
The minimum RMSE was found where =10 ft/sec, =6.5 sec in FIGURE 5-7 and 








mT∆  in these figures.   
For all cases conducted in this experimental work, the value of  in the microcosm 
environment was proportionately scaled down by the downsampling ratio r to the 






α 0 is 





∆ 0  under different 
operation conditions.  Using the most dominant value in for each downsampling ratio, 





∆ 0  and the downsampling 





∆ 0  and the  
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p 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 3 3 3 
pq =1000 vph 4.5 4.5 4.5 




pq =2000 vph 4.5 4.5 4.5 
pq =500 vph 5 5 5 
pq =1000 vph 5 5.5 5.5 




pq =2000 vph 5 5.5 5.5 
pq =500 vph 6.5 6.5 6.5 
pq =1000 vph 6.5 6.5 6.5 




pq =2000 vph 6.5 6.5 6.5 
pq =500 vph 7.5 7.5 7.5 
pq =1000 vph 7.5 7.5 7.5 




pq =2000 vph 7.5 7.5 7.5 
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∆ 0 = 5553.0
0315.3
r
.  This suggests a relationship 
between the optimal adaptation time in the microcosm environment and the prototype 
adaptation time value pT∆ : pm T
r
T ∆=∆ )0315.3( 5553.00 . 
5.1.2. RADE 
One of the most common macroscopic measures of performance in traffic simulation 
models is the average vehicle delay on each link and for the overall network.  Since the 
main objective of the downsampling procedure is to execute the simulation process in the 
microcosm environment, the microcosm simulation results must be upsampled back to the 
prototype environment.  The experiments discussed earlier also produced results on 
average vehicular delay in microcosm and prototype.  However, only the results of 
scenario 3 that generated 48 cases (N=100,200,300, Q=500, 1000, 1500, 2000 vph, r=1/2, 
1/3, 1/4, and 1/5, respectively) were used because the mixed traffic flow conditions 
(generated by scenario 3) has more tremendous impact on the delay than the simple 
conditions, such as trajectory scenario 1 and 2.  Since the main objective of the 
downsampling procedure is to execute the simulation process in the microcosm 
environment, the microcosm simulation results must be upsampled back to the prototype 




d ) under the linear downsampling conditions was computed for each of the 48 
cases, as shown in Table 5-2.  The table shows that the ratio was very close to 1.0 in all 
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cases, even for low downsampling ratios.  This suggests that the average delay measured 
in the microcosm reflects that in the prototype, and therefore, the downsampling procedure 
has successfully retained most of the delay and travel time information in the prototype 
environment.  This shows that average vehicular delay is a better performance measure 
than RMSE.  The error terms are squared and are cumulative throughout the simulation 
period in the RMSE calculations.  But this is not the case in the average delay 
calculations, where trajectory errors may have the tendency to cancel out.  Although 
individual vehicles may experience slightly different delays from that in the prototype 
environment, the overall delay error remains relatively insignificant.  This is an important 
system operating characteristic that was preserved in the microcosm environment.  
For each case, a range of sensitivity ( ) and adaptation time (mα mT∆ ) values were 
tested to seek the optimal values of  and  in the microcosm environment in 
terms of minimum RADE.  Figure 5-9 through Figure 5-12 were selected to show the 
relative average vehicular delay error (RADE) curves for different downsampling ratio r= 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5, flow rates =1000, 2000 vph, and number of simulated vehicles in the 
prototype environment was 100.  All the figures show that the minimum RADE values 
are observed at the same corresponding optimal values of sensitivity and adaptation 
parameters that were determined earlier from the trajectory based RMSE analysis.  The 
figures confirm that the same relationship exists between the behavioral parameters in the 







Table 5-2 Ratio of Average Delay per Vehicle in Microcosm to Prototype ( p
m
d
d ) under 
Linear Downsampling Conditions (GM3) 
 
Downsampling
Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 
1.023158 1.019632 1.019458 
pq =1000 vph 
0.996979 0.981526 0.970165 
pq =1500 vph 




pq =2000 vph 
0.995262 0.98194 0.973375 
pq =500 vph 
1.030429 1.027893 1.029021 
pq =1000 vph 
0.995129 0.97902 0.967374 
pq =1500 vph 




pq =2000 vph 
0.994167 0.979726 0.970498 
pq =500 vph 
1.039221 1.037566 1.038774 
pq =1000 vph 
0.992013 0.976223 0.964581 
pq =1500 vph 




pq =2000 vph 
0.98934 0.976095 0.967619 
pq =500 vph 
1.047864 1.047155 1.048939 
pq =1000 vph 
0.989487 0.973415 0.961648 
pq =1500 vph 
















































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-9: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates (r=1/2, N=100, 















































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-10: RADE for different values of , mα mT∆  and flow rates (r=1/3, N=100, 












































(b) =1000 vph pq
Figure 5-11: RADE for different values of , mα mT∆  and flow rates (r=1/4, N=100, 















































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-12: RADE for different values of , mα mT∆  and flow rates (r=1/5, N=100, 




5.1.3. OPTIMAL DOWNSAMPLING PERFORMANCE 
 In this section, the effect of different factors (such as the flow rate, number of vehicles 
in the prototype environment and the downsampling ratio) on the optimal performance of 
the downsampling process is discussed.  Figure 5-13 shows that the optimal 
downsampling performance generally improves with the increase in flow rate, for all 
downsampling ratios with the number of simulated vehicles is 200 and 300.  There is 
always a jump from lower flow rate Q=500 vph to higher flow rates for all downsampling 
ratios.  For Q=1000 to 2000 vph, the optimal downsampling performance trends to be flat 
for all downsampling ratios. 
 The three figures clearly show that the optimal downsampling performance 
deteriorates with the decrease in downsampling ratio.  It is intuitively because that the 
lower downsampling ratios will evidently lead to more information loss. 
5.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON NETSIM  
The experimental analysis in this stage builds on the procedure applied to NETSIM 
car-flowing model, referring to the optimization equation (24) and constrains (36) to (44). 
5.2.1. RADE 
The relative average vehicular delay error values were obtained for the 48 cases in the 
NETSIM car-following model generated by all the possible combinations of different 
operation conditions in the prototype environment and downsampling ratios, the same as 


































































environment were represented by trajectory scenario 3 to simulate under mixed traffic flow 
conditions.  
Table 5-3 presents the ratio of average vehicular delay in the microcosm environment 
to the prototype environment ( p
m
d
d ) computed for each of the 48 cases.  The table 
shows that the ratios were very close to 1.0 in all cases, which is consistent the analysis in 
the GM3 car-following model experimental work.  This suggests that the average delay 
measured from the microcosm environment reflects that in the prototype environment, and 
therefore, the downsampling procedure has successfully retained most of the delay and 
travel time information in the prototype environment. 
For each case, a range of sensitivity ( ) and adaptation time (mα mT∆ ) values were 
tested to trap the optimal values of  and  in the microcosm environment in 
terms of minimum RADE.  Figure 5-14 through Figure 5-17 were selected to show the 
relative average vehicular delay error (RADE) curves based on the NETSIM car-following 
model, for different downsampling ratio r= 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5,flow rates =1000, 2000 
vph, and number of vehicles in the prototype environment was 300.  The Figure 5-14 




mα mT∆  with 
downsampling ratios r=1/2, 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5, respectively.  In figure 5-14, a range of 2.5 
to 17.5 ft/sec2 with an interval of 2.5 ft/sec2 for  and 1 to 4.5 sec with an interval of 
0.5 sec for 
mα
mT∆  was tested to generate the curves for each flow rate for downsampling 
ratio r=1/2.  This figure shows that the performance (RADE) is not as sensitive to the  
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Table 5-3 Ratio of Average Delay per Vehicle in Microcosm to Prototype ( p
m
d
d ) under 
Linear Downsampling Conditions (NETSIM) 
 
Downsampling
Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 1.023353 0.978126 0.979519 
pq =1000 vph 1.014556 0.980633 0.945628 






pq =2000 vph 1.011135 0.981327 0.955976 
pq =500 vph 1.019457 0.968566 0.974786 
pq =1000 vph 1.012972 0.973955 0.928671 






pq =2000 vph 1.010438 0.975692 0.942197 
pq =500 vph 1.031028 0.976517 0.98709 
pq =1000 vph 1.017628 0.97474 0.92256 






pq =2000 vph 1.012438 0.9748 0.936735 
pq =500 vph 1.034995 0.981247 0.99399 
pq =1000 vph 1.019272 0.975675 0.920485 






pq =2000 vph 1.013189 0.974812 0.934369 
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deceleration rate  as to the adaptation timemα mT∆ .  The curves corresponding to 
different  behave very similarly and converge to the neighborhood of =2.5 sec 




2.  In this case, the behavioral 
parameters in the prototype and microcosm environments do not have the exact linear 
relationship, such as = , m0α
prα pmT =∆ 10
mα
Tr ∆ .  But from Figure 5-14, we can also tell 
that the performance in terms of RADE corresponding to the optimal solution and the 
linear solution is very similar with very small difference.  Because the curves in the figure 
are almost non-sensitive to the  corresponding to different mT∆ .  From now on, we 
use sub-optimal solution to denote the solutions in the microcosm environment having the 
linear relationship with the behavioral parameters in the prototype environment, such as 
, pmso rαα =
pm
so TT∆ r ∆=
1 .  The RADE value corresponding to the sub-optimal 
solutions is called sub-optimal RADE.  For downsampling ratio r=1/3, a range of 2 to 8 
ft/sec2 with an interval of 1.5 ft/sec2 for  and 2 to 5 sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for mα
mT∆  was used in Figure 5-15.  In this figure, the curves corresponding to different  
behave very similarly and converge to the =4.5 sec for a minimum RADE value, 






2 and 2 ft/sec2 under different flow rates.  For downsampling ratio 
r=1/4, a range of 1.25 to 6.25 ft/sec2 for  with an interval of 1.25 ft/sec2 and 3.5 to 8 
sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for mT∆  was used in Figure 5-16.  In this figure the 
curves corresponding to different  behave very similarly and converge to the 




ft/sec2 and 6.25 ft/sec2 under different flow rates.  For downsampling ratio r=1/5, a range 
of 1 to 6 ft/sec2 with an interval of 1 ft/sec2 for  and 4.5 to 9 sec with an interval of 0.5 
sec for  was used in Figure 5-17.  In this figure the curves corresponding to 
different  behave very similarly and converge to the neighborhood of =8 sec for 
a minimum RADE value, but the varies from 4 ft/sec
mα
2 and 1 ft/sec2 under different 
flow rates.  Although none of the figures show that the minimum RADE values are 
observed at the linear optimal values of behavioral parameters, the sub-optimal RADE 
values and the difference between the optimal and sub-optimal RADE values are very 
small in each figure.  The comparison between the optimal and sub-optimal solutions will 






5.2.2. OPTIMAL DOWNSAMPLING PERFORMANCE 
 In this section, the effect of different factors (such as the flow rate, number of vehicles 
in the prototype environment and the downsampling ratio) on the optimal performance of 
the downsampling process is discussed.  Figure 5-18 shows that the optimal 
downsampling performance generally improves with the increase in flow rate, for all 
downsampling ratios.  There is always a jump from lower flow rate Q=500 vph to higher 
flow rates for all downsampling ratios.   
This result keeps the consistency with the previous experimental work in GM3 
car-following model.   This figure clearly shows that the optimal downsampling 














































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-14: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates                















































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-15: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates              

















































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-16: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates              




















































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-17: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates              






























































downsampling ratios will evidently lead to more information loss. 
5.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON FRESIM  
The experimental analysis in this stage builds on the procedure applied to FRESIM 
car-flowing model, referring to the optimization equation (24) and constrains (45) to (50). 
5.3.1. RADE 
The relative average vehicular delay error values were obtained for the 48 cases in the 
FRESIM car-following model generated by all the possible combinations of different 
operation conditions in the prototype environment and downsampling ratios, the same as 
used in for the two previous car-following models.  The operating conditions in the 
prototype environment were represented by trajectory scenario 3 to simulate under mixed 
traffic flow conditions.  
Table 5-4 presents the ratio of average vehicular delay in the microcosm environment 
to the prototype environment ( p
m
d
d ) computed for each of the 48 cases.  The table 
shows that the ratios were very close to 1.0 in all cases, which is consistent the analysis in 
the GM3 and NETSIM car-following model experimental work.  This also suggests that 
downsampling procedure has successfully retained most of the delay and travel time 
information in the prototype environment. 
For each case, a range of sensitivity ( ) and adaptation time (mα mT∆ ) values were 
tested to trap the optimal values of  and  in the microcosm environment in 





Table 5-4 Ratio of Average Delay per Vehicle in Microcosm to Prototype ( p
m
d
d ) under 
Linear Downsampling Conditions (FRESIM) 
 
Downsampling
Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 1.021047 0.946278 0.944664 
pq =1000 vph 1.012666 0.981379 0.971753 






pq =2000 vph 1.009401 0.96602 0.946987 
pq =500 vph 1.016312 0.938937 0.942003 
pq =1000 vph 1.010375 0.951204 0.891886 






pq =2000 vph 1.008049 0.95637 0.908295 
pq =500 vph 1.027334 0.943431 0.941833 
pq =1000 vph 1.014597 0.952086 0.880623 






pq =2000 vph 1.009658 0.955653 0.904238 
pq =500 vph 1.030858 0.947376 0.945769 
pq =1000 vph 1.015879 0.952698 0.879579 






pq =2000 vph 1.010078 0.955401 0.90267 
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relative average vehicular delay error (RADE) curves based on the FRESIM car-following 
model, for different downsampling ratio r= 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5,flow rates =1000, 2000 
vph, and number of vehicles in the prototype environment was 300.  The Figure 
5-19through Figure 5-22 represent RADE for different values of  and mα mT∆  with 
downsampling ratios r=1/2, 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5, respectively.  In figure 5-19, a range of 0.25 
to 1.55 with an interval of 0.25 for  and 1 to 5 sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for mα mT∆  
was tested to generate the curves for each flow rate for downsampling ratio r=1/2.  This 
figure shows that the performance (RADE) is not as sensitive to the deceleration rate 
mT∆  as to the adaptation time mT∆ .  In this figure, each curve has a minimum RADE 
corresponding to an individual adaptation time mT∆ .  And the curves trend to be parallel 
lines after the mT∆ =3.5 sec.  The two cases expressed in this Figure 5-19 shows that 
with the different flow rate, the optimal minimum RADE are generated under different 
optimal solutions: for the flow rate Q=1000 vph, the optimal solution is =0.25 and 
=1.5 sec; for the flow rate Q=2000 vph, the optimal solution is =0.5 and 












doesn’t exist dominantly with the downsampling ratio r=1/2 in this case.  But from Figure 
5-19, we can also tell that the performance in terms of RADE corresponding to the optimal 
and sub-optimal solution is very similar with very small difference.  For downsampling 
ratio r=1/3, a range of 0.13 to 0.63 with an interval of 0.1 for  and 2 to 7 sec with an 
interval of 0.5 sec for 
mα
mT∆  was used in Figure 5-20.  In this figure, the curves 
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corresponding to different  behave very similarly and converge to the =5.5 sec 




 under different flow rates.  For 
downsampling ratio r=1/4, a range of 0.125 to 0.75 for  with an interval of 0.125 and 
3.5 to 9 sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for 
mα
mT∆  was used in Figure 5-21.  In this figure 
the curves corresponding to different  behave very similarly and converge to the 




 under different flow rates.  For downsampling ratio r=1/5, a range of 0.1 to 0.6 
with an interval of 0.1 for  and 4.5 to 10 sec with an interval of 0.5 sec for mα mT∆
mα
 was 
used in Figure 5-22.  In this figure the curves corresponding to different  behave 
very similarly and converge to the neighborhood of =9.5 sec for a minimum RADE 
value, but the varies from 0.1 to 0.3 under different flow rates.  Figure 5-19 through 
Figure 5-22 show the same tendency as in the Figure 5-14 to Figure 5-17, which is 
although none of the figures shows that the minimum RADE values are observed at the 
exact linear optimal values of behavioral parameters, the sub-optimal RADE values and 
the difference between the optimal and sub-optimal RADE values are very small in each 
figure.  The comparison between the optimal and sub-optimal solutions will be discussed 





5.3.2. OPTIMAL DOWNSAMPLING PERFORMANCE 
In this section, the effect of different factors (such as the flow rate, number of vehicles 

















































(b) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-19: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates              













































(B) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-20: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates               












































(B) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-21: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates               













































(B) =2000 vph pq
Figure 5-22: RADE for different values of  , mα mT∆  and flow rates               
(r=1/5, N=300, FRESIM) ( pq =1000, 2000 vph). 
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the downsampling process is discussed.  Figure 5-23 shows that the optimal 
downsampling performance generally improves with the increase in flow rate, for all 
downsampling ratios.  There is always a jump from lower flow rate Q=500 vph to higher 
flow rates for all downsampling ratios.  After that, from the increase from Q=1000 vph to 
Q=2000 vph, the curves are trend to be steady. This result keeps the consistency with the 
previous experimental work in GM3 and NETSIM car-following models.  This figure 
also shows that the optimal downsampling performance deteriorates with the decrease in 
downsampling ratio, because the lower downsampling ratios will evidently lead to more 
information loss. 
5.4. OVERALL SUB-OPTIMAL DOWNSAMPLING PERFORMANCE  
In this section, the effect of different operation parameters on the sub-optimal 
performance of the downsampling process based on all the three car-following models 
(GM3, NETSIM and FRESIM) is discussed.  Under the linear relationship assumption, 
the sub-optimal solutions in the microcosm environment have a linear relationship with the 
behavioral parameters in the prototype environment, such as , pmso rαα =
pm
so TrT ∆=∆
1 .  
Table 5-5 through Table 5-7 show the RADE (%) under sub-optimal conditions in GM3, 
NETSIM and FRESIM car-following models, respectively.  Each cell in the tables 
represents a sub-optimal RADE (%) value corresponding to the different operation 
parameters, such as the simulated number of vehicles, flow rate and the downsampling 































































In Table 5-5, the sub-optimal RADE (%) values from GM3 are observed at a range of 
0.302052% to 4.893856%.  In Table 5-6, the sub-optimal RADE (%) values from  
NETSIM are observed at a range of 0.600996% to 7.951548%.  In Table 5-7, the 
sub-optimal RADE (%) values from FRESIM are observed at a range of 0.804925% to 
12.04206%.  Table 5-8 through Table 5-10 show the difference in RADE (%) between 
sub-optimal and optimal conditions in GM3, NETSIM and FRESIM car-following models, 
respectively.  These three tables clearly show the accuracy loss in under the linear 
relationship assumption.  In the Table 5-8, the difference in RADE (%) is observed at a 
range of 0.04425% to 3.58337% based on the experimental work for the GM3 
car-following model.  This result suggests that by scarifying the largest accuracy loss of 
3.58337%, in terms of RADE, we can use the linear downsampling procedure instead of 
the observed optimal solutions to transform the full-scale GM3 car-following model into a 
linearly downscaled one.  In other words, using the linear relationship , pmso rαα =
pm
so TrT ∆=∆
1  in stead of the optimal solutions in the downsampling process will only 
cause the range of accuracy loss around 0.04425% to 3.58337%.  In the Table 5-9, the 
difference in RADE (%) is observed at a range of 0.0256% to 7.217328% based on the 
experimental work for the NETSIM car-following model.  This shows that the linear 
downsampling procedure will cause a range of 0.0256% to 7.217328% accuracy loss, in 
terms of RADE, comparing to the optimal solutions.  In the Table 5-10, the difference in 
RADE (%) is observed at a range of 0.010139% to 5.489826% based on the experimental  
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  Table 5-5 RADE (%) under Sub-Optimal Conditions (GM3) 
 
Downsampling
Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 
2.315828 1.963156 1.945797 
pq =1000 vph 
0.302052 1.847395 2.983527 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.473849 1.80602 2.662536 
pq =500 vph 
3.04291 2.789314 2.902051 
pq =1000 vph 
0.48713 2.098015 3.262579 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.583263 2.027419 2.950179 
pq =500 vph 
3.92205 3.756591 3.877382 
pq =1000 vph 
0.798668 2.377696 3.541945 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
1.065987 2.390506 3.238084 
pq =500 vph 
4.786398 4.715472 4.893856 
pq =1000 vph 
1.051268 2.658463 3.83523 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 




Table 5-6 RADE (%) under Sub-Optimal Conditions (NETSIM) 
 
Downsampling
Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 2.335286 2.187374 2.048129 
pq =1000 vph 1.455646 1.936676 5.437158 






pq =2000 vph 1.11348 1.8673 4.402383 
pq =500 vph 1.945693 3.14337 2.521429 
pq =1000 vph 1.297216 2.604503 7.132851 






pq =2000 vph 1.043842 2.430809 5.780344 
pq =500 vph 3.102768 2.348343 1.291011 
pq =1000 vph 1.762762 2.525972 7.743977 






pq =2000 vph 1.243766 2.519972 6.326477 
pq =500 vph 3.499546 1.875268 0.600996 
pq =1000 vph 1.927173 2.432501 7.951548 










Table 5-7 RADE (%) under Sub-Optimal Conditions (FRESIM) 
 
Downsampling
Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 2.104741 5.37215 5.533595 
pq =1000 vph 1.266648 1.862078 2.824736 




pq =2000 vph 0.940149 3.398048 5.301272 
pq =500 vph 1.631191 6.106347 5.79969 
pq =1000 vph 1.037467 4.879581 10.81138 




pq =2000 vph 0.804925 4.36302 9.170481 
pq =500 vph 2.733418 5.656898 5.816679 
pq =1000 vph 1.459732 4.791411 11.93771 




pq =2000 vph 0.96576 4.434652 9.576249 
pq =500 vph 3.085766 5.262398 5.423136 
pq =1000 vph 1.58794 4.730153 12.04206 








Table 5-8 Difference in RADE (%) Between the Sub-Optimal and Optimal Conditions 
(GM3) 
Downsampling
Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 
2.14373 1.93592 1.73916 
pq =1000 vph 
0.07148 0.36328 0.67487 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.06688 0.32092 0.56584 
pq =500 vph 
2.90725 2.65144 2.42068 
pq =1000 vph 
0.04729 0.09194 0.10567 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.04425 0.08122 0.08860 
pq =500 vph 
2.93205 1.36536 1.36976 
pq =1000 vph 
0.07705 0.12655 0.13278 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.07209 0.11180 0.11133 
pq =500 vph 
3.58337 1.06436 1.11337 
pq =1000 vph 
0.11192 0.16236 0.18468 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.10472 0.14343 0.15484 
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Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 
0.040146 1.866038 1.492833 
pq =1000 vph 
0.033422 1.870139 3.851581 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.030839 1.860245 3.259776 
pq =500 vph 
0.035817 3.119727 2.175121 
pq =1000 vph 
0.029818 2.510704 7.096332 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.027513 2.276815 5.548989 
pq =500 vph 
0.033326 2.229266 1.226555 
pq =1000 vph 
0.027744 2.487014 7.217328 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.0256 2.50879 6.154581 
pq =500 vph 
0.043291 1.766006 0.588678 
pq =1000 vph 
0.03604 2.21534 4.604711 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.033254 2.235774 3.663914 
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Ratio Flow Rate( ) 
pq 100=pN  200=pN  300=pN  
pq =500 vph 
1.791775 5.009369 5.489826 
pq =1000 vph 
1.22289 1.822739 2.61554 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.883935 3.169654 4.934439 
pq =500 vph 
0.34333 2.26227 2.258947 
pq =1000 vph 
0.133655 1.894196 3.997258 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.010139 1.608808 3.616812 
pq =500 vph 
0.013341 2.424764 2.409173 
pq =1000 vph 
0.011114 1.832118 4.780815 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.010258 1.548408 3.682229 
pq =500 vph 
0.013969 1.484109 1.474577 
pq =1000 vph 
0.011638 1.205125 3.447919 
pq =1500 vph 






pq =2000 vph 
0.010741 1.018507 2.65562 
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work for the FRESIM car-following model.  This table suggests that using the linear 
downsampling procedure will cause a range of 0.010139% to 5.489826% accuracy loss, in 
terms of RADE, comparing to the optimal solutions.  Generally seeking for a balance 
between simulation performance and computational resources, the linear downsampling 
procedure can be used instead of the optimal solutions for the three car-following models.  
The level of accuracy loss varies according to the different models.  
Figure 5-24 shows the overall sub-optimal downsampling performance of each 
car-following model discussed above.  In this figure, the upper and lower bounds of 
RADE (%) for each downsampling ratio r=1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5 cases.  
 From all the three car-following models’ observations, the sub-optimal downsampling 
performance improves with the increase of the downsampling ratio.  And the difference 
between the upper and lower bounds decrease with the increase of the downsampling ratio. 
This observation confirms that lower downsampling ratios lead to more information loss. 
And it is consistent with all the three models results.  
In terms of the lowest relative average vehicular delay error (%), the GM3 
car-following model results in a best sub-optimal downsampling performance, while the 
FRESIM car-following model gets a highest relative error.  More research needs to 
conduct on the downsampling performance in the CORSIM (NESTIM and FRESIM) 
model with more operation parameters, like more number of vehicles, more flow rate, and 










































































Figure 5-24: Overall Sub-Optimal Downsampling Performance 
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environment ( andmα mT∆ ). 
5.5. COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
The approach presented in this research attempts to gain computational efficiency of 
microscopic traffic simulation processes through reducing the network size and the number 
of simulated entities; as opposed to increasing the system updating time in the prototype 
environment. Although the latter approach is feasible, it has limitations and consequences  
as well.  This is because the simulated entities maintain the same state during the system 
scan time (e.g. vehicle accelerations or decelerations).  Therefore, the drivers are assumed 
to have no response to any stimulus in the driving environment that might be triggered 
within the system scan time.  This imposes a limitation on the maximum feasible system 
scan time.  Also, of particular concern is the impact of increasing the system scan time on 
local and asymptotic traffic stability. 
Based on some preliminary results, the downsampling procedure led to an equivalent 
adaptation time in the microcosm environment that is larger than that in the prototype 
environment (i.e. 10
m
rT∆ ≈ ∆ pT ).  If the maximum system scan time is set equal to the 
driver adaptation time, then the downsampling procedure will allow the maximum system 
scan time in the microcosm environment to increase by the ratio 1r .  As a result of 
increasing the system scan time by 1r , and simultaneously decreasing the number of 
simulated entities by the ratio , the computational savings could potentially increase by 




environment for time period T  with system update time t , then the number of 






.  In the downsampled network, that number of computations can be estimated 




.  Since m pN rN= , 
1
mt r
= pt p, and mT T= , the ratio between the 
number of computations in both environments will be equal to .  Since the product of 2r
the optimal sensitivity parameter and the adaptation time in the microcosm environment 














6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1. STUDY SUMMARY 
This study presented an approach to reduce the computational requirements of 
car-following and lane-changing models in microscopic traffic simulation systems.  To 
achieve this goal, a downsampling procedure was developed to create a geometrically, 
kinematically, and behaviorally representative microcosm environment.  A methodology 
was developed to optimize the behavior of vehicles in the microcosm environment by 
minimizing the trajectory errors and relative average vehicular delay errors.  The 
mathematical formulation was derived exclusively for one-lane operation and deterministic 
driving conditions to seek optimal solutions that would facilitate optimization under 
stochastic conditions in subsequent research studies. 
Experimental work was conducted to examine the behavioral scalability for one-lane 
freeway segment under different operating conditions.  The Microscopic Traffic 
Simulation (SMTS) module was developed to perform the experimental work.  The 
experimental work was carried out under different traffic flow conditions and 
downsampling ratios for the GM-3, NETSIM and FRESIM car-following models.  
Trajectory based RMSE and relative average vehicular delay error (RADE) were used as 
the performance measures to assess the efficiency of the downsampling process.  The 
experimental work based on GM3was conducted to determine an optimal solution for the 
two behavioral parameters (sensitivity and adaptation time) in the microcosm environment.  
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For each performance measure, trajectory based RMSE and RADE, the experimental work 
includes a total of 48*3=144 cases under different traffic flow conditions and 
downsampling ratios, in three scenarios respectively.  The experiment conducted on the 
NETSIM and FRESIM car-following models used the same operation conditions to 
determine the optimal solution for the two behavioral parameters (sensitivity and 
adaptation time) in the microcosm environment.  The experimental work was conducted 
under trajectory scenario 3 only for NETSIM and FRESIM.  And the performance was 
measured by RADE for NETSIM and FRESIM.  Finally, the over all sub-optimal 
downsampling performance including all the car-following models used in this study was 
discussed.  
6.2. CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical approach was developed to simulate a reduced scale system 
(microcosm environment) with fewer entities to improve the computational efficiency of 
microscopic simulation of large transportation networks.  An objective function with a set 
of constraints was defined to explain the behavioral scalability of traffic simulation 
processes. 
Experimental analysis was conducted on the three car-following models: GM3, 
NETSIM and FRESIM to test the approach performance under different traffic conditions.  
The results of the GM3 experimental work show that for each downsampling ratio (r=1/2, 
1/3, 1/4, and 1/5), the optimal values of the sensitivity parameter, in terms of RMSE, are 
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consistent with the corresponding downsampling ratios, which confirms that p
m
α
α0 =r.  
The optimal values of adaptation time, however, increased by their corresponding protype 






∆ .  Also, the ratio 
of the average vehicular delays in the microcosm and the prototype environments for each 
case was very close to 1.0, which suggests that the effect of information loss caused by 
downsampling was relatively insignificant and also that the optimization procedure was 
successful in preserving one of the most important macroscopic characteristics in 
simulation processes.  The results of the experimental work based on NETSIM and 
FRESIM were shown in terms of RADE.  The optimal values in this work were not 
exactly consistent with their corresponding downsampling ratios as results in the GM3 
work.  But the over all sub-optimal downsampling performance shows that the range of 
the relative average vehicular delay errors in NESIM and FRESIM car-following models 
are only 0.600996% to 7.951548% and 0.804925% to 12.04206%.  This suggests that the 
linear scalability of NETSIM and FRESIM car-following models can exist by scarifying a 
range of accuracy in terms of RADE.  The ratio of the average vehicular delays in the 
microcosm and the prototype environments for each model was also very close to 1.0, 
which is consistently with the result in GM3 car-following model.  The over all 
sub-optimal downsampling performance including all the car-following models used in 
this study was expressed at the end.  The sub-optimal downsampling performance 
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improves with the increase of the downsampling ratio in all of the three car-following 
models.  This observation confirms that lower downsampling ratios lead to more 
information loss.  
Microscopic simulation of the reduced scale system (microcosm environment) ensures 
higher computational efficiency and quicker results that are extremely useful while 
evaluating large scale transportation network systems in real-time.  The developed 
approach also finds applications in emergency evacuation procedures and in coarse 
analysis, such as planning.  The success of this approach will have a tremendous impact 
on the capabilities of next generation traffic simulation models.  Further research is 
necessary to test this approach in stochastic conditions along with more different 
car-following and lane-changing models. 
6.3. FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this research, GM-3 and CORSIM car-following models were used to test the 
ability to downsample large-scale simulation systems while preserving most of the 
behavioral characteristics.  The findings of this basic research will have cross-disciplinary 
impact since the concept of simulation scalability may be applicable to areas beyond 
transportation applications where microsimulation modeling is of particular relevance.  
Different car-following models can be used to inform the applicability of this research.  A 
wider range of operation conditions can be selected to conduct the experimental work in 
CORSIM car-following model to get more accurate and realistic results. 
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APPENDIX – SIMULATION PROGRAM MODULE 










#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once 






#define PI 3.1415926535 
#define LOOP_LENGTH 264000.//165876.09211//2.*PI*5*5280. // 5 miles radius [ft]741 
#define DETECTOR_SIZE 150 // [ft] 
 
#define MIN_SPEED 0 //[ft/sec] 
#define MAX_SPEED  110.//(75mph*5280ft/mile/3600sec/hour) //[ft/sec] 
#define MIN_ACC   -10. //[ft/sec2] 
#define MAX_ACC   10. //[ft/sec2] 
#define MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE  15. //[ft/sec/sec] 
#define CRUISE_ACC  2 //acceleration used to get to the cruise(free flow, max) 
speed 
#define VEH_LENGTH  24. //[ft] - vehicle length 
#define MAX_DISTANCE  396000.//5280.*75. //(75 miles )[ft] max distance for the 
space snap-shot to check point densities 
#define DELAY_SPACE_INTERVAL  39600. //(100-th of a mile) [ft] distance interval 
for the space snap-shot to check point delays ('energies') 
#define DENSITY_SPACE_INTERVAL  5280. //(10-th of a mile) [ft] distance interval 
for the space snap-shot to check point densities 
#define DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL  60. //(1min)[sec] time interval to take density 
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snap-shots 
#define FEET_INA_MILE 5280. 
#define INFLUENCE_ZONE 200. // limit for which the car-following model is engaged 
 
 
//#define DENSITY_TIME_SLICE 60  // [sec] - for density measures computation 
along the specified 
//#define DENSITY_SECTION_LENGTH  20 //DENSITY_SECTION_LEGTH 
 
//calculate different errors (delay, trajectory, etc.) for microcosm validation 
#define AVG_DELAY  0x0001 
#define AVG_DEL   0x1000 
#define AVG_DENSITY  0x0002 
#define AVG_TRAJECT  0x0004 








 //CCarFollowModel(paramSMTS *params); 
 virtual ~CCarFollowModel(); 
 
 // offset=0 works for prototype by default 
 static void ComputeNextVehicle(int carfol_model, paramSMTS params, CVehicle* 
leader, CVehicle* follower, 
  double **density, double *delay, int idx, int lag, double headway, int id, double 
alphaVal, double ratio) { 
  switch (carfol_model) { 
  case CARFOLLOW_GM1: 
   ComputeNextVehicleGM1(params, leader, follower, density, delay, idx, lag, 
headway, id, alphaVal, ratio); 
   break; 
  case CARFOLLOW_GM3: 
   ComputeNextVehicleGM3(params, leader, follower, density, delay, idx, lag, 
headway, id, alphaVal, ratio); 
   break; 
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  case CARFOLLOW_NETSIM: 
   ComputeNextVehicleNETSIM(params, leader, follower, density, delay, idx, 
lag, headway, id, alphaVal, ratio); 
   break; 
  case CARFOLLOW_FRESIM: 
   ComputeNextVehicleFRESIM(params, leader, follower, density, delay, idx, 
lag, headway, id, alphaVal, ratio); 
   break; 
   
  } 
 } 
 
 //lagOffset - to accomodate the same function for the variation of lag in microcosm 
 //ratio is always less than 1, so we can also distinguish between vehicles in prototype 
and microcosm 
 static void ComputeNextVehicleGM1(paramSMTS params, CVehicle* leader, 
CVehicle* follower, 
  double **density, double *delay, int idx, int lag, double headway, int id, double 
alphaVal, double ratio) { 
   
  //pick the random variables of the vehicle 
  //stochastic components if their variance is > 0 
  if (params.alphaVar >0) { 
   alphaVal = follower->GetAlpha(); 
  }   
  if (params.deltaTVar >0) { 
   lag = follower->GetLag(); 
  } 
 
  //do not apply the model yet, if the vehicle didn' enter the system  
  //- an equal(for the beginning) arrival headway is assumed 
  if (idx*params.updatingTime <= id*headway) { 
   idx = (idx > params.maxlag) ? params.maxlag : idx; 
   follower->SetPosition(0, idx); 
   follower->SetSpeed(0, idx); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(0, idx); 
  } 
  else { 
   //lv, fv - leading/follower vehicle 
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   //Lag - value at some lag ago 
   //Crt - current value 
   //Prv - last(previous) values  
   double lvLagS; 
   double fvLagS; 
   double lvCrtS, lvCrtP, lvPrvP; 
   double fvCrtA, fvCrtS, fvCrtP; 
   double fvPrvA, fvPrvS, fvPrvP; 
    
 
   //get previouslyc computed values for leading car 
   lvLagS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - leader->GetLag()); 
   lvCrtS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag); 
   lvCrtP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   lvPrvP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag-1); 
 
   //get previously computed values for following car 
   fvLagS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - lag); 
   fvPrvS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvA = follower->GetAcceleration(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag - 1); 
    
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   //adjust the vehicle position for the loop case 
   // if the vehicle previously passed the loop (2*PI*R)  
   // then add loop lenght to its current position 
   if (leader->GetLoopFlag()) { 
    if (lvPrvP > lvCrtP) { 
     lvPrvP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
    } 
    lvCrtP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
   } 
 
   //use gm1 model if in the influence zone 
   //if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= INFLUENCE_ZONE*ratio) { 
   if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= follower->GetInfluenceZone()*ratio) { 
    fvCrtA = alphaVal* (lvLagS - fvLagS); 
   } 
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   else { 
   // fvCrtA = fvPrvA; 
    fvCrtA = follower->GetAcc2CruiseSpeed(); 
   } 
   **************/ 
 
   //use CF gm1 model 
   fvCrtA = alphaVal* (lvLagS - fvLagS); 
   //CHECK AGAINST MAX RATE OF CHANGE IN ACCELERATION 
(SAY MAX 15 FT/SEC/SEC => [e.g. 1.5FT/SEC/0.1SEC]) 
   if (abs(fvPrvA-fvCrtA) > 
MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime) { 
    fvCrtA = fvPrvA + 
( fvCrtA<fvPrvA ?(-1):(+1))*MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime; 
   } 
 
   //to be on the safe side constraint for acceleration 
   fvCrtA = (fvPrvS >= MAX_SPEED*ratio && fvCrtA > 0) ? 0 : fvCrtA; 
   //acc boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtA = (fvCrtA <= MAX_ACC*ratio) ? ((fvCrtA >= MIN_ACC*ratio) ? 
fvCrtA : MIN_ACC*ratio) : MAX_ACC*ratio; 
    
   fvCrtS = fvPrvS + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvA + fvCrtA); 
   //speed boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtS = (fvCrtS <= MAX_SPEED*ratio) ? ((fvCrtS >= MIN_SPEED*ratio) ? 
fvCrtS : MIN_SPEED*ratio) : MAX_SPEED*ratio; 
 
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   // reset the flag for the leading veh  
   // if the following veh passed the loop too 
   // also, set the flag for the following vehicle 
   if (fvPrvP > LOOP_LENGTH) { 
    leader->SetLoopFlag(false); 
    fvPrvP -= LOOP_LENGTH; 
    follower->SetLoopFlag(true); 
   } 
    
   //check against minimum spacing 
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   if (0 && fvCrtP+VEH_LENGTH > lvCrtP) { 
    fvCrtP = lvCrtP - VEH_LENGTH; 
    fvCrtS = (fvCrtP-fvPrvP)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvS; 
    fvCrtA = (fvCrtS-fvPrvS)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvA; 
   } 
   ***************/ 
 
 
   fvCrtP = fvPrvP + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvS + fvCrtS); 
   //position boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtP = (fvCrtP < 0) ? 0 : fvCrtP; 
 
   //set the vehicular parameters for the following veh 
   follower->SetPosition(fvCrtP, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetSpeed(fvCrtS, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(fvCrtA, params.maxlag); 
 
   //check for a snap-shot density 
   if ((idx % (long)(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / params.updatingTime)) == 
0) { 
    computeDensity(fvCrtP, int(idx/(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / 
params.updatingTime)), density, ratio); 
   }   
   //check for a snap-shot delay 
   //but first get the updated position of the vehicle 
   fvCrtP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   if (fvCrtP >= 
follower->GetDelaySnapCount()*DELAY_SPACE_INTERVAL*ratio 
    || (idx+1) == params.endSimTime) { 
 
     if (follower->GetDelaySnapCount() > 10) { 
      //not good 
      AfxMessageBox("known error, please let me know (GM1)! -- 
ciprian"); 
      exit(0); 
      idx += 0; 
     } 
    delay[follower->GetDelaySnapCount()] = idx*params.updatingTime - 
fvCrtP/(MAX_SPEED*ratio) - id*headway; 
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    follower->AddDelaySnapCount(); 
   }   
  } 
 } 
//// END OF gm1 CAR-FOLLOWING MODEL 
 
 
 //lagOffset - to accomodate the same function for the variation of lag in microcosm 
 //ratio is always less than 1, so we can also distinguish between vehicles in prototype 
and microcosm 
 static void ComputeNextVehicleGM3(paramSMTS params, CVehicle* leader, 
CVehicle* follower, 
  double **density, double *delay, int idx, int lag, double headway, int id, double 
alphaVal, double ratio) { 
   
  //pick the random variables of the vehicle 
  //stochastic components if their variance is > 0 
  if (params.alphaVar >0) { 
   alphaVal = follower->GetAlpha(); 
  }   
  if (params.deltaTVar >0) { 
   lag = follower->GetLag(); 
  } 
 
  //do not apply the model yet, if the vehicle didn' enter the system  
  //- an equal(for the beginning) arrival headway is assumed 
  if (idx*params.updatingTime <= id*headway) { 
   idx = (idx > params.maxlag) ? params.maxlag : idx; 
   follower->SetPosition(0, idx); 
   follower->SetSpeed(0, idx); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(0, idx); 
  } 
  else { 
   //lv, fv - leading/follower vehicle 
   //Lag - value at some lag ago 
   //Crt - current value 
   //Prv - last(previous) values  
   double lvLagS, lvLagP; 
   double fvLagS, fvLagP; 
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   double lvCrtS, lvCrtP, lvPrvP; 
   double fvCrtA, fvCrtS, fvCrtP; 
   double fvPrvA, fvPrvS, fvPrvP; 
    
 
   //get previouslyc computed values for leading car 
   lvLagS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - leader->GetLag()); 
   lvLagP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag - leader->GetLag()); 
   lvCrtS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag); 
   lvCrtP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   lvPrvP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag-1); 
 
   //get previously computed values for following car 
   fvLagS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - lag); 
   fvLagP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag - lag); 
   fvPrvS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvA = follower->GetAcceleration(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag - 1); 
    
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   //adjust the vehicle position for the loop case 
   // if the vehicle previously passed the loop (2*PI*R)  
   // then add loop lenght to its current position 
   if (leader->GetLoopFlag()) { 
    if (lvPrvP > lvCrtP) { 
     lvPrvP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
    } 
    lvCrtP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
   } 
 
   //use gm1 model if in the influence zone 
   //if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= INFLUENCE_ZONE*ratio) { 
   if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= follower->GetInfluenceZone()*ratio) { 
    fvCrtA = alphaVal* (lvLagS - fvLagS); 
   } 
   else { 
   // fvCrtA = fvPrvA; 
    fvCrtA = follower->GetAcc2CruiseSpeed(); 
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   } 
   **************/ 
    
   //use gm3 model 
   if (lvLagP - fvLagP > 3*VEH_LENGTH) { 
    fvCrtA = (alphaVal/(lvLagP - fvLagP))*(lvLagS - fvLagS); 
   } 
   else { 
    fvCrtA = 0; 
   } 
 
   /*/CHECK AGAINST MAX RATE OF CHANGE IN ACCELERATION 
(SAY MAX 15 FT/SEC/SEC => [e.g. 1.5FT/SEC/0.1SEC]) 
   if (abs(fvPrvA-fvCrtA) > 
MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime) { 
    fvCrtA = fvPrvA + 
( fvCrtA<fvPrvA ?(-1):(+1))*MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime; 
   }*/ 
 
   //to be on the safe side constraint for acceleration 
   fvCrtA = (fvPrvS >= MAX_SPEED*ratio && fvCrtA > 0) ? 0 : fvCrtA; 
   //acc boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtA = (fvCrtA <= MAX_ACC*ratio) ? ((fvCrtA >= MIN_ACC*ratio) ? 
fvCrtA : MIN_ACC*ratio) : MAX_ACC*ratio; 
    
   fvCrtS = fvPrvS + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvA + fvCrtA); 
   //speed boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtS = (fvCrtS <= MAX_SPEED*ratio) ? ((fvCrtS >= MIN_SPEED*ratio) ? 
fvCrtS : MIN_SPEED*ratio) : MAX_SPEED*ratio; 
 
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   // reset the flag for the leading veh  
   // if the following veh passed the loop too 
   // also, set the flag for the following vehicle 
   if (fvPrvP > LOOP_LENGTH) { 
    leader->SetLoopFlag(false); 
    fvPrvP -= LOOP_LENGTH; 
    follower->SetLoopFlag(true); 
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   } 
    
   //check against minimum spacing 
   if (0 && fvCrtP+VEH_LENGTH > lvCrtP) { 
    fvCrtP = lvCrtP - VEH_LENGTH; 
    fvCrtS = (fvCrtP-fvPrvP)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvS; 
    fvCrtA = (fvCrtS-fvPrvS)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvA; 
   } 
   ***************/ 
 
   fvCrtP = fvPrvP + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvS + fvCrtS); 
   //position boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtP = (fvCrtP < 0) ? 0 : fvCrtP; 
 
   //set the vehicular parameters for the following veh 
   follower->SetPosition(fvCrtP, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetSpeed(fvCrtS, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(fvCrtA, params.maxlag); 
 
   //check for a snap-shot density 
   if ((idx % (long)(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / params.updatingTime)) == 
0) { 
    computeDensity(fvCrtP, int(idx/(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / 
params.updatingTime)), density, ratio); 
   }   
   //check for a snap-shot delay 
   //but first get the updated position of the vehicle 
   fvCrtP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   if (fvCrtP >= 
follower->GetDelaySnapCount()*DELAY_SPACE_INTERVAL*ratio 
    || (idx+1) == params.endSimTime) { 
 
     if (follower->GetDelaySnapCount() > 10) { 
      //not good 
      AfxMessageBox("known error, please let me know(GM3)! -- 
ciprian"); 
      exit(0); 
      idx += 0; 
     } 
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    delay[follower->GetDelaySnapCount()] = idx*params.updatingTime - 
fvCrtP/(MAX_SPEED*ratio) - id*headway; 
    follower->AddDelaySnapCount(); 
   }   
  } 
 } 
//// END OF gm3 CAR-FOLLOWING MODEL 
 
 
 //lagOffset - to accomodate the same function for the variation of lag in microcosm 
 //ratio is always less than 1, so we can also distinguish between vehicles in prototype 
and microcosm 
 static void ComputeNextVehicleNETSIM(paramSMTS params, CVehicle* leader, 
CVehicle* follower, 
  double **density, double *delay, int idx, int lag, double headway, int id, double 
alphaVal, double ratio) { 
   
  //pick the random variables of the vehicle 
  //stochastic components if their variance is > 0 
  if (params.alphaVar >0) { 
   alphaVal = follower->GetAlpha(); 
  }   
  if (params.deltaTVar >0) { 
   lag = follower->GetLag(); 
  } 
 
  //do not apply the model yet, if the vehicle didn' enter the system  
  //- an equal(for the beginning) arrival headway is assumed 
  if (idx*params.updatingTime <= id*headway) { 
   idx = (idx > params.maxlag) ? params.maxlag : idx; 
   follower->SetPosition(0, idx); 
   follower->SetSpeed(0, idx); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(0, idx); 
  } 
  else { 
   //lv, fv - leading/follower vehicle 
   //Lag - values at some time lag ago 
   //Crt - current values (to be set) 
   //Prv - previously(one updatimg time step ago) calculated values  
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   double lvLagS; 
   double fvLagS; 
   double lvCrtS, lvCrtP, lvPrvP; 
   double fvCrtA, fvCrtS, fvCrtP; 
   double fvPrvA, fvPrvS, fvPrvP; 
    
 
   //get previouslyc computed values for leading car 
   lvLagS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - leader->GetLag()); 
   lvCrtS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag); 
   lvCrtP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   lvPrvP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag-1); 
 
   //get previously computed values for following car 
   fvLagS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - lag); 
   fvPrvS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvA = follower->GetAcceleration(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag - 1); 
    
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   //adjust the vehicle position for the loop case 
   // if the vehicle previously passed the loop (2*PI*R)  
   // then add loop lenght to its current position 
   if (leader->GetLoopFlag()) { 
    if (lvPrvP > lvCrtP) { 
     lvPrvP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
    } 
    lvCrtP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
   } 
 
   //use gm1 model if in the influence zone 
   //if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= INFLUENCE_ZONE*ratio) { 
   if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= follower->GetInfluenceZone()*ratio) { 
    fvCrtA = alphaVal* (lvLagS - fvLagS); 
   } 
   else { 
   // fvCrtA = fvPrvA; 
    fvCrtA = follower->GetAcc2CruiseSpeed(); 
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   } 
   **************/ 
    
   //use NETSIMs model 
   double lvDecel = alphaVal;//leader->GetAlpha()*ratio; 
   double fvDecel = alphaVal;//follower->GetAlpha()*ratio; 
   double s = lvCrtP-fvPrvP - VEH_LENGTH;//<0)? 1:(lvCrtP-fvPrvP - 
VEH_LENGTH); 
   if (s<0) { 
    fvCrtA = fvPrvA; 
   } 
   else { 
    double F1 = 2*(s - 
fvPrvS*(1+lag*params.updatingTime))*fvDecel*ratio+pow(lvCrtS,2.)*fvDecel/lvDecel-p
ow(fvPrvS,2.); 
    double F2 = fvDecel*ratio*(2*lag*params.updatingTime+1)+2*fvPrvS; 
    fvCrtA = F1/(F2);//*params.updatingTime); 
   } 
   /*/CHECK AGAINST MAX RATE OF CHANGE IN ACCELERATION 
(SAY MAX 15 FT/SEC/SEC => [e.g. 1.5FT/SEC/0.1SEC]) 
   if (abs(fvPrvA-fvCrtA) > 
MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime) { 
    fvCrtA = fvPrvA + 
( fvCrtA<fvPrvA ?(-1):(+1))*MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime; 
   }*/ 
    
   //to be on the safe side constraint for acceleration 
   fvCrtA = ((fvPrvS >= MAX_SPEED*ratio && fvCrtA > 0) || (fvPrvS <= 
1e-6 && fvCrtA < 0)) ? 0 : fvCrtA; 
   //acc boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtA = (fvCrtA <= MAX_ACC*ratio) ? ((fvCrtA >= MIN_ACC*ratio) ? 
fvCrtA : MIN_ACC*ratio) : MAX_ACC*ratio; 
    
   fvCrtS = fvPrvS + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvA + fvCrtA); 
   //speed boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtS = (fvCrtS <= MAX_SPEED*ratio) ? ((fvCrtS >= MIN_SPEED*ratio) ? 
fvCrtS : MIN_SPEED*ratio) : MAX_SPEED*ratio; 
 
   // need to check for speed constraints (if the lv stops then we force stopping 
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the fv  
   // after the default time lag (adaptation time) 
   // speed should be zeor if no pozitive accelearation is currently employed 
   fvCrtS = (lvLagS == 0 && fvCrtA>=0) ? 0 : fvCrtS; 
 
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   // reset the flag for the leading veh  
   // if the following veh passed the loop too 
   // also, set the flag for the following vehicle 
   if (fvPrvP > LOOP_LENGTH) { 
    leader->SetLoopFlag(false); 
    fvPrvP -= LOOP_LENGTH; 
    follower->SetLoopFlag(true); 
   } 
    
   //check against minimum spacing 
   if (0 && fvCrtP+VEH_LENGTH > lvCrtP) { 
    fvCrtP = lvCrtP - VEH_LENGTH; 
    fvCrtS = (fvCrtP-fvPrvP)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvS; 
    fvCrtA = (fvCrtS-fvPrvS)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvA; 
   } 
   ***************/ 
 
 
   fvCrtP = fvPrvP + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvS + fvCrtS); 
   //position boundary check 
   fvCrtP = (fvCrtP < 0) ? 0 : fvCrtP; 
   fvCrtP = (fvCrtP < fvPrvP) ? fvPrvP : fvCrtP; 
 
   //set the vehicular parameters for the following veh 
   follower->SetPosition(fvCrtP, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetSpeed(fvCrtS, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(fvCrtA, params.maxlag); 
 
   //check for a snap-shot density 
   if ((idx % (long)(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / params.updatingTime)) == 
0) { 
    computeDensity(fvCrtP, int(idx/(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / 
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params.updatingTime)), density, ratio); 
   }   
   //check for a snap-shot delay 
   //but first get the updated position of the vehicle 
   fvCrtP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   if (fvCrtP >= 
follower->GetDelaySnapCount()*DELAY_SPACE_INTERVAL*ratio 
    || (idx+1) == params.endSimTime) { 
     if (follower->GetDelaySnapCount() > 10) { 
      //not good 
      AfxMessageBox("known error, please let me know(NETSIM)! 
-- ciprian"); 
      exit(0); 
      idx += 0; 
     } 
 
    delay[follower->GetDelaySnapCount()] = idx*params.updatingTime - 
fvCrtP/(MAX_SPEED*ratio) - id*headway; 
    follower->AddDelaySnapCount(); 
   }   
  } 
 } 
//// END OF netsim CAR-FOLLOWING MODEL 
 
 
 //lagOffset - to accomodate the same function for the variation of lag in microcosm 
 //ratio is always less than 1, so we can also distinguish between vehicles in prototype 
and microcosm 
 static void ComputeNextVehicleFRESIM(paramSMTS params, CVehicle* leader, 
CVehicle* follower, 
  double **density, double *delay, int idx, int lag, double headway, int id, double 
alphaVal, double ratio) { 
   
  //pick the random variables of the vehicle 
  //stochastic components if their variance is > 0 
  if (params.alphaVar >0) { 
   alphaVal = follower->GetAlpha(); 
  }   
  if (params.deltaTVar >0) { 
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   lag = follower->GetLag(); 
  } 
 
  //do not apply the model yet, if the vehicle didn' enter the system  
  //- an equal(for the beginning) arrival headway is assumed 
  if (idx*params.updatingTime <= id*headway) { 
   idx = (idx > params.maxlag) ? params.maxlag : idx; 
   follower->SetPosition(0, idx); 
   follower->SetSpeed(0, idx); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(0, idx); 
  } 
  else { 
   //lv, fv - leading/follower vehicle 
   //Lag - value at some lag ago 
   //Crt - current value 
   //Prv - last(previous) values  
   double lvLagS; 
   double fvLagS; 
   double lvCrtS, lvCrtP, lvPrvP, lvPrvS; 
   double fvCrtA, fvCrtS, fvCrtP; 
   double fvPrvA, fvPrvS, fvPrvP; 
    
 
   //get previouslyc computed values for leading car 
   lvLagS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - leader->GetLag()); 
   lvCrtS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag); 
   lvCrtP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   lvPrvP = leader->GetPosition(params.maxlag-1); 
   lvPrvS = leader->GetSpeed(params.maxlag-1); 
 
   //get previously computed values for following car 
   fvLagS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - lag); 
   fvPrvS = follower->GetSpeed(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvA = follower->GetAcceleration(params.maxlag - 1); 
   fvPrvP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag - 1); 
    
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   //adjust the vehicle position for the loop case 
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   // if the vehicle previously passed the loop (2*PI*R)  
   // then add loop lenght to its current position 
   if (leader->GetLoopFlag()) { 
    if (lvPrvP > lvCrtP) { 
     lvPrvP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
    } 
    lvCrtP += LOOP_LENGTH; 
   } 
 
   //use gm1 model if in the influence zone 
   //if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= INFLUENCE_ZONE*ratio) { 
   if (1 || (lvPrvP - fvPrvP) <= follower->GetInfluenceZone()*ratio) { 
    fvCrtA = alphaVal* (lvLagS - fvLagS); 
   } 
   else { 
   // fvCrtA = fvPrvA; 
    fvCrtA = follower->GetAcc2CruiseSpeed(); 
   } 
   **************/ 
    
   //use FRESIMs model 
   double b=0.1; 
   if (lvPrvS-fvPrvS > 10*ratio) { 
    b=0; 
   } 
   double s = (lvCrtP-fvPrvP - VEH_LENGTH - 10*ratio);//relative spacing 
   double F1 = 2*(s - fvPrvS*(alphaVal+lag*params.updatingTime)  
      - b*alphaVal*pow((lvCrtS-fvPrvS),2)); 
   double F2 = (pow(lag*params.updatingTime,2) + 
2*alphaVal*lag*params.updatingTime); 
 
   fvCrtA = F1/F2; 
 
   //CHECK AGAINST MAX RATE OF CHANGE IN ACCELERATION 
(SAY MAX 15 FT/SEC/SEC => [e.g. 1.5FT/SEC/0.1SEC]) 
   /* 
   if (abs(fvPrvA-fvCrtA) > 
MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime) { 
    fvCrtA = fvPrvA + 
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( fvCrtA<fvPrvA ?(-1):(+1))*MAX_ACC_CHANGE_RATE*params.updatingTime; 
   }*/ 
    
   //to be on the safe side constraint for acceleration 
   fvCrtA = ((fvPrvS >= MAX_SPEED*ratio && fvCrtA > 0) || (fvPrvS <=1e-6 
&& fvCrtA < 0)) ? 0 : fvCrtA; 
   fvCrtA = (fvCrtA <= MAX_ACC*ratio) ? ((fvCrtA >= MIN_ACC*ratio) ? 
fvCrtA : MIN_ACC*ratio) : MAX_ACC*ratio; 
    
   fvCrtS = fvPrvS + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvA + fvCrtA); 
   //speed boundary check could be redundant for GM1 
   fvCrtS = (fvCrtS <= MAX_SPEED*ratio) ? ((fvCrtS >= MIN_SPEED*ratio) ? 
fvCrtS : MIN_SPEED*ratio) : MAX_SPEED*ratio; 
 
   /*** loop trajectory not implemented yet ********* 
 
   // reset the flag for the leading veh  
   // if the following veh passed the loop too 
   // also, set the flag for the following vehicle 
   if (fvPrvP > LOOP_LENGTH) { 
    leader->SetLoopFlag(false); 
    fvPrvP -= LOOP_LENGTH; 
    follower->SetLoopFlag(true); 
   } 
    
   //check against minimum spacing 
   if (0 && fvCrtP+VEH_LENGTH > lvCrtP) { 
    fvCrtP = lvCrtP - VEH_LENGTH; 
    fvCrtS = (fvCrtP-fvPrvP)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvS; 
    fvCrtA = (fvCrtS-fvPrvS)/(0.5*params.updatingTime) - fvPrvA; 
   } 
   ***************/ 
 
   fvCrtP = fvPrvP + 0.5*params.updatingTime*(fvPrvS + fvCrtS); 
   //position boundary check 
   fvCrtP = (fvCrtP < 0) ? 0 : fvCrtP; 
   fvCrtP = (fvCrtP < fvPrvP) ? fvPrvP : fvCrtP; 
 
   //set the vehicular parameters for the following veh 
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   follower->SetPosition(fvCrtP, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetSpeed(fvCrtS, params.maxlag); 
   follower->SetAcceleration(fvCrtA, params.maxlag); 
 
   //check for a snap-shot density 
   if ((idx % (long)(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / params.updatingTime)) == 
0) { 
    computeDensity(fvCrtP, int(idx/(DENSITY_TIME_INTERVAL / 
params.updatingTime)), density, ratio); 
   }   
   //check for a snap-shot delay 
   //but first get the updated position of the vehicle 
   fvCrtP = follower->GetPosition(params.maxlag); 
   if (fvCrtP >= 
follower->GetDelaySnapCount()*DELAY_SPACE_INTERVAL*ratio 
    || (idx+1) == params.endSimTime) { 
 
     if (follower->GetDelaySnapCount() > 10) { 
      //not good 
      AfxMessageBox("known error, please let me know(FRESIM)! -- 
ciprian"); 
      exit(0); 
      idx += 0; 
     } 
    delay[follower->GetDelaySnapCount()] = idx*params.updatingTime - 
fvCrtP/(MAX_SPEED*ratio) - id*headway; 
    follower->AddDelaySnapCount(); 
   }   
  } 
 } 




 static void computeDensity (double pos, int idx, double **density, double ratio) { 
  for (double i = 0; i <= (int)(MAX_DISTANCE*ratio); i += 
DENSITY_SPACE_INTERVAL*ratio) { 
   if (pos > i && pos <= i+DENSITY_SPACE_INTERVAL*ratio) { 
/*this becomes to big, trajectory too long*/   
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 density[(int)(i/(DENSITY_SPACE_INTERVAL*ratio))][idx-1] += 1; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 /*private static void computeDensityP { 
  my ($position, $t, $scenario, $k_p) = @_; 
  for (my $i = 0; $i<=$::maxDistance; $i += $::densitySpaceInterval) { 
   if ($position > $i && $position <= $i+$::densitySpaceInterval) { 
    $$k_p[$scenario][($i/$::densitySpaceInterval)][$t-1] += 1; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 private static void computeDensityM { 
  my ($position, $t, $config, $scenario, $k_m) =  @_; 
  for (my $i = 0; $i<=$::maxDistance; $i += $::densitySpaceInterval*$::ratio) { 
   if ($position > $i && $position <= $i+$::densitySpaceInterval*$::ratio) { 
    $$k_m[$scenario][$config][($i/($::densitySpaceInterval*$::ratio))][$t-1] 
+= 1; 
   } 
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